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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky CommunIty Newspaper

— WEATHER —

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
United Press
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Japan Advised To
Increase Air Force
TOKYO an —Gen. 0. P. Weyland, commander of the US. Far
East Air Threes, advised Japan
today to give top priority to air
defense to meet the "serious and
immediate threat posed by Cornmunat air power"
He said in an exclusive interview that Russia. Communist China
and Red Korea have "upwards of
based in striking
6.500 planes
distance of Japan, making possliale
a full scale attack with little or
no warning.
Only one-tenth of the Japanese
defense
proposed
government's
budget for 1954-55 is earmarked
for its embryo air force, built
largely around training planes to
be lent by the United States.
A ground force of 110.000 men
already exists and will be expanded this year to 138.000. The present
coast guard type navy will be
rearly doubled in tonnage under
the proposed budget.
All of Japan's rearmament plans
depend on American aid. The inimilitary aid
tial U.S. - Japanese
agreement is scheduled to be
signed next week.
Weyland leaves here next month
to become chief of the U.S. Tactical Air Command
-The Communists have amassed
great numbers of aircraft capable
of striking Japan from an arc extending from Shanghai through
Manchuria. Vladivostock to the
Weyland said.
--

Moves
Into Ohio Valley
From Mid-West
Storm

in Pie
1 tender crust for

Mrs. W. T Hatcher. age 79,
passed away yesterday at the home
of her daughter Mrs. Stephen
Visher of Bloomington, Indiana.
Mrs. Hatcher is survived by
two daughters, Miss Mildred Hatcher of Clarksville, Tennessee. and
Mrs. Visher; one son, Aulart.
Hatcher of Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Charles C. Wilson
of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Sally
Rhodes of Detroit and Mrs. Toy
Underwood a Murray: two brothers, Andrew Taylor and Taz W.
Taylor both of Almo.
Mra. Hatcher was a member of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
The funeral will be held at the
First Baptist Church of Murray
with Rev. H. C. Chiles officiating.
Burial will be in the Elm Grove
Crmetery.
Pallbearers will be Jack Banes',
Buton Laasiter, Guy Luther, Milli",
Outland, Billy Dale Outland, and
Rev. Harold Lassiter.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Waylon Rayburn, Brigham Futrell.
Jess Roberts. Purdom Lassiter,
Prentice Lassiter, Dewey Ragsdale,
L. D. Otitland, Wybert Moms.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Hume
is in charge of arrangements..

COMPANY

$2.49

By UNITED PRESS
A storm that buried Iowa under
snow .and slush moved eastward
into the Ohio Valley today..
Meanwhile, in the western Plains
there was still some airborne dust
from the second dust storm in less
than s week, a blow that aggravated the earlier loss of precious
top soil and winter wheat.
The snow storm that blew tip
Thursday and dumped up to 23
inches of snow on Iowa was diminishing as it moved eestward but
was still laying down up to fise
inches of new snow in a narrow
band across the Midwest.
The weather bureau said the
snow band extended across aorthIndiana,
Illinois. northern
ern
southern Michigan and into Ohio.
In .the heart of the storm area
precipitation ranged from two to
five inches.
Another storm center left about
three inches of new snow in Maine
and there were snow flurries in
the upper Great Lakes, the Dakotas and northern Rockies.
Dust storms darkened the sky
from Texas to western Kansas
Thursday. although the winds %Vete
not as destructive as last Friday's
dirt storm Precipitation forecast
for Colorado may wet doom the
powdery dust in hard hit eastern
wheat counties.
In the South. Atlantic coastal
states south of New England and
Far West the weather was sener•
ally fair and mild. And in the
wake of the eastward moving
snows. temPeratures near 50 degrees were forecast.

Some cloudiness tonight
Lowest in 30's in west. Saturday cloudy, windy and
warmer. Scattered showers
likely by afternoon.
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, February 26, 1954

OUR 75th YEAR

County Man Dies
Late Yesterday
William Madison Manning, age
36, passed away yesterday at 4'00
p.m. at the Murray Hospital.
He had been ill for the past
two years.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Louise Perry of Murray route
one, and MagiManning . of
Mayfield; three
'lasso "vele and
s.*Pcs
Eddie of Fart
two,
d°,s.
and James of MIR'oo
‘
nine grandchildren i.A.Z
64
grandchildren.
He was a member of the Co.
water Missionary Baptist Church
where the funeral will be held on
Saturday at 2:00 pm.
Br(). Robert Ivy and Bro. E. R.
Taylor will officiate.
Burial will be in Salem Cemetery.
Pallbearers will bell-lardy Adams
Walter Perry, Jim Jones, Lube
Cooper, Bulis Wilson, and Dick
Crouch.

J. W.Stitt
Passes Away
Mr. J. W. Stitt, age 79, passed
away at 11.30 p.m. yesterday in
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis,
Tennessee. Mr. Stitt had been in
ill health for several years.
He is survived by his wife Mrs
Maggie Craig Stitt of Murray.
one daughter, Mrs. Joe Baker of
Murray; three sons, Cecil of MurWrst Memphis,
ray, John N
Arkansas. and Walter Eugene Stitt
of Greenwood, Mississippi: one
sister Mrs_ Estell Spaulding of
Beaver. Pa ; five grandchildren
and three great-grandchildreis
Mr. Stitt was a member of :he
College Presbyterian Church where
the funeral will be held tomorrow
at 3:30 p.m. Rev. Orval Austin
and Rev. Paul T Lyles will officiate. Burial will be in the city
ceMetery at Fulton. Kentucky.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home ts- in charge of arrangements.

Executive

Board Meets

RIZZUTO SIGNED
IP —
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla
The New Yoork Yankees today
signed shortstop star Phil Riszuto
far the 1954 season
It was believed that he signed
for approximately the same amount
he received last season. about
$40.000. ,

als — Morehead
LOUISVILLE
and Middle Tennessee won opening round games last night from
Tennessee Tech and Murray, respectively, in the sixth annual
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament and advanced to the semifinals tonight.

The executive , board of the
Murray High School PTA met
Wednesday afternoon at 3:00 p.m.
with Mrs. Tom Crider, president,
Cos'

of the group wer.? made
s:1 in the PTA scrapbook.
ss.
syne Doran reported that
wok ,as been started on draperies for the lunch room. Mrs. Hilda
Street, membership chairman, reported that the membership is
now 703.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, health isshairman, asked that the board consider
the need of a teacher for handicapped children. This would include children with little or no
vision, children confined to wheel
chairs, and those who are handicapped in some other way.
A discussion was held on the
type of meetings which the PTA
should have next year. The general
assembly will be asked to decide
between general meetings as those
being held this year. and group
meetings such as those used in
past years.
Mrs. H. B. Bailey. Jr., Mrs.
Dennis Taylor, and Mrs. W. C.
Elkins were appointed to serve
on a nominating committes ' to
help select a slate of officers for
next year
It was announced that the Spring
Iftenference will Eil! held March 23
at Gilbertsville and a motion was
made that members of the executive„ board should go as delegates
or find someone to go in their
place
The group voted to send a
twenty five dollar donation to the
building
headquarters
National
fund.
The president- announced that
the attendance at the next eegulee
meeting of PTA on March 3 should
be from 175 to 200 in order to
qualify for the Acorn award. All
members are asked to mak • a
special effort to attend.

Morehead meets defending charspion Western. and Middle Tennessee plays Eastern in the semifinals tonight at the Jefferson
County Armory.

"S

Dan Swartz set three tournament records as his Morehead
team tied two itself in beating
Tennessee Tech 92-55 in the opening game of the tourney before a
small crowd of 1,200.
Swartz garnered 39 points for

JIMMY HARRIS

FORD, seated left, of Lynn Grove has been named Purchase Dis-

trict winner in the Future Farmers of America Contest, sponsored by The CourierJournal, The Louisville Times and WHAS, Inc. He received his $25 Savings Bond
prize at the annual Farm Awards Luncheon in Louisville, February 20. Other district winners pictured above left to right, seated are: Ford; Edward Kerr, Route 2,
and
Tompkinsville,
Baskett,
Shelbyville; Fiank C. Scudder, McKinney; Randall

SAILING AROUND WORLD ALONE
-r.
-

MRS. VERA RIDEODT, 46, waves goodby from deck of her 25-foot
'sailboat at Los Angeles Just before starting on a rolind-theiworld voyage all alone. Six years ago she started on a roundthe-world cruise In a small boat with Harry Pigeon, who had
circled the globe three times In small craft. Their boat was
wrecked on an atoll In the South Pacific, so now she's starting
(faternatioani SoundpardoS
out again, going it alone.

Max Hurt
Addresses
Rotarians

"Progress has followed the same
Ralph Dale Turner, Route 7, Lexington. *ending, Linwood Hardy, Jr., Route 5, pattern from the days of AbraCadiz; Billy Klaber, Route 4, Falmouth; Wallace Roach, Route 1, Hardinsburg, and ham", Max B. Hurt, executive
vice-president of the Woodmen of
James S. Whitt, Ibex.
the World Life Insurance Society.
told the Murray Rotary Club yesterday.
"Abraham went to a new land,
pitched his tent, dug a well. and

Governor,
Key Men To
Study Bills

Age Is Serious Problem To
Girls Having Model Careers

This is the last in a series
describing the problems of a
woman's age in various careers.
-111.1i411111iTH ItIOMEV
AS E. GISH
United Press Staff Correspondent United Press Staff Correspondent

If you are an established model
when you pass ynur 30th birthday,
you can count on another decade
sat /Juniata assigtunen.t. BuL you.
must start young!

FRANKFORT. Feb. 26. an—Goy.
Lawrence W. Wetherby and his
key legislative leaders will closet
themselves at Cumberland Falls
State Park this weekend to decide
which of the hundreds of bills
pending in the legislature should
be passed in the three remaining
weeks of the session.

NEW YORK an — Hundreds of
girls besiege model agencies each
year hoping to turn their faces
and figures into fortunes.
Beauty is at a premium in this
highly competitive fleld, so if any
career offers convincing evidence
on the best years of a working
girl's life—this should be it.

Miss Fonssagrives started modelling when she was 23 Most
agencies are reluctant to sigu up
a new girl older than 25.

The Young Adults Class nf the
First Methodist Church will have
The group will make its reca rummage sale on Saturday.
ommendations to the Roles ComFebruary 27. in the Boone Buildmittees in both the House and
ing, next to the Boone Laundry
Senate. Which take over control
and Cleaners.
Those having items for this sale of the General Assembly Wednesday when all standing committees
are asked to call 1867.
will be abo(ed
FIVE DAY FORECAST
By UNITED PRESS
Kentucky—Temperatures for the
five-day period. Saturday through
Wednesday, will average from
three to six degrees above tne
Kentucky normal of 41. It will be
warmer Saturday and cooler Monday. Warmer again Tuesday and
Wednesday Scattered showers expected about Wednesday and !Rassibly in the north portion Sunday will total from one to threetenths elan inch.

Vol. LXXV No. 49

8,000

Murray Eliminatred-k-OVC
As Morehead Wins 86-84

MHS PTA

Firemen Called When
Stove Overheats
Class To Have
Firemen were called last night Rummage Sale
to the garage apartment behind
the Woodrow Rickman home on
South 15th street.
An oil heater had become flooded and the stove pipe had become
red hot clear to the ceiling.
The occupants returned home
and found the oil stove in that
condition and called the fire department. The oil was turned off
and was allowed to burn off. No
damage was done.

MURRAY POPULATION

Wetherby will be accompanied
to the Falls by three House and
three Senate leaders.
From the Senate will be Lt.
Gov. Emerson Beauchamp, president pro-tem Alvin Kidwell ID.Spartai and majority floor leader
R. P. Moloney (D.-Lexington).
From the House will be Speaker
Charles Burnley ID -McCracken),
majority leader Harry King Lowman ID.-Boyd) and Democratic
caucus chairman Will T. Wathen
•
D -Union).
The group will take with them
copies of all the bills and leanlotions still pending in th • Assembly. As of today, a total of 741
bills and resolutions have been introduced in the two houses, of
which about 100 have been aps
proved and sent to the governor.
Chances are that of the remaining bills and resolutions. the Cumberland Falls group will ,cull out
all but about 100.
A joint resolution was irtroduced by Republican members of
both Houses, asking that ITS. Sen.
John Sherman Cooper IR 'Ky.) tap
invited .to address the Legislature
The GOP members introduced
the resolution following an address to a joint session yesterday
by former Vice President Altin
W. Barkley.
In his address. Barkley spoke in
general terms and carefully avoided any partisan policies, especially any reference to his possible
candidacy for the U.S. Senate.
Among the bills passed by the
Legislature today were - measures
increasing the- pay allowed retired teachers, a bill setting up a
for
retirement
system
circuit
judges, and another making changes in the administrative set up
of the Kentucky Youth Authority.
Under the Youth Authority bill,
control of the agency y..ould be
taken from the Youth Authority
Board and given to the Youth Authority Director. who would have
charge of the -iiiferiCY -ilriller general supervision of the State Commissioner of Welfare.

,

"I prefer always to see a girl
in her late teens and early 20's,"
said Eileen Ford, who heads her
own model agency and specializes
in photographic models. -1 have
At first glance, the outlook IS found from experience that it is
still almost impossible to get a nodel
models
encouraging. Top
make 'tidy livings at 35 and over. started after 25.Lisa Fonssagrives, a favorite exTop photographic models make
ample of graceful aging befors a
camera, still models for high fash- $50 an hour. A handful of these
ion photography. She is past 40. top-priced beauties make as much
favorite as $1,100 a week and silly a'oric
are
shows
Fashion
places to find models who have tour out of seven days.
The top weekly income for modbeen in the business; 15 years or
more. Most of these top models els who do only fashion shows is
with longlasting careers have tak- about $700.
modelling is rePhotography
en time out for several children.
"The bloom of youth may Ise stricted almost exclusively to girls
gone by the time a girl is in her under 30.
"There is a quality to a wo304." said a spokesman for the
Hartford Model- Agency. "but more man's skin when she is in her
important things are left.,--poise. 20's that you rarely find after 30."
said Miss Ford. "Our oldest photocharm and clothes know-how."
These glad tidings to women graphic model is 32. Fashion show
past 30, however, give a mislead- models are a horse of another
ing picture, of a lucrative field color. They can go on for years."
The "matron" models, women
dominated bly aging models.
from 40 to 59 who show clothes
designed for middle aged, slightlyplump women, are not former high
fashion models grown old.
"Our matron models—and we
have only four—are women who
started modelling after they reachOn March 1, 1954 all fishing and ed 40." said a spokesman for
public use areas of the Kentucky the Powers Model Agency.
The slim beauties who make big
Woodlands National Wildlife Remoney in their twenties usually
fuge will be opened.
The opening date for Milling is- just quit when' they find modelling
contingent upon the numbers of assignments dwindting too rapidly.
"We don't hay'e to put them out
migratory fowl wintering on the
- said •Stewart Cassie,
area. Their northern migration for to pasture.
of an agency that specialthe season has indicated an earlier head
izes in fashion show models. "They
exodus than last year.
know when they're slippins.. Most
use
public
of
areas
Designated
if them are married anyway, so
Pisgah
Ferry,
are at Moss Cieek
they just retire."
Bay. VFW. Outpost on Piskah
Bay. Smith Bay, Duncan Pay, and
Sugar Bay all located on thr
eastern shore of Kentucky Like
and Honker. Hematite. and Elmpire Lakes located near the RefSEVEN ISLANDS. Que. an -uge Headquarters. All of the wat- A doctor who delivered one of the
to
adjacent
Lake
ers of Kentucky
smallest infants known to have
the Refuge may be used for boat survived said today the two month
picnicing,
fishing: boat launching,
old boy has a good chance to hive
and shore fishing is confined to the and grow normally.
concession areas.
The infant weighed only 20
Recent rains have made all ounces at birth last Dec. 21. Dr.
However muddy Roland B Marchlition, who deliverwaters muddy
waters are considered ideal for ed the child of Mrs. Alexanclie
jig fishing and clearing waters Savoie. 23, said he believed he
will usher in the earlier bass, was the smallest surviving infant
crappie. and bream fishing that is on record for the slarnerican contiusually the most productive of the nents.
However. Chicaeo medical aufishing season.
Forest fires are an ever presert thorities said Jaqualine Jean Bendinger at the Kentucky Woodlands son. who weighed 12 ounces when
Refuge and the cooperation of she was born in that city lan 14.
the public in guarding against the 1936, is the smallest She is now a
normal eight year old, they said.
danger is solicited.

Wildlife Refuge
Will Be Opened
On Next Monday

20 Ounce Baby
Is Delivered

LaiiisEIMININOMprnmentrint

the Eagles, breaking the old mark
of 37 set by Garrett Beshear of
Murray in 1951 against Eastern.
He aLso made a record number
of free-throw attempts-a total of
19.
The 92 points piled up by Merehead, tied the tournament mark
of 92, and Morehead's victory.
margin of 37 points also tied the
widest point spread in an OVC
Tournament game.
Tech had split with Morehead
during the season and was hopeful last night of victory. But that
feeling vanished.
The Eagles controlled almost
every rebound and pushed ahead
to a 45-27 halftime lead, which
never was threatened for the remainder of the game. Morehead
led 68-40 at the end of the third
period.
Buddy Howell of Tech made 23
points to ead his team in scoring.
Middle Tennessee beat Murray
86-84 in an overtime, and actually
won the game after the five
minute extra period had ended.
Render Carden was fouled by
John Powless just as the horn
sounded ending the overtime. fie
shot both free throws and that
sewed up the game.
Murray was favored and had
twice beaten Middle Tennessee
during the regular season
But Murray was flat and was
lax on fouling and defense The
Thoroughbreds trailed 47-15 at the
half. At the end of the third
period. Middle Tennessee still held
an eight point margin. f10-52. In
the final frame. Murray who
never was ahead until then, tied
it up at 76-76 and again at 78-78
with six seconds to go.
Murray in the overtime lumped
a three point load but could.
n't_ hold It.

Oscar Levant Jokes
Over "Suicide"

Attempt In Home

Max B. Hurt
built an altar to God", Hurt said,
"and leaders from that day to this
have pitched their tents on new
frontiers. dug wells of knoss ledge
and opportunity. and built an altar
to the Same God that watched
over Abraham. Isaac. and Jacob'
Hurt gave his inspiring message
to the assembled group of Rotarians after having been introduced
by County Judge and Rotarian
Waylon Rayburn. He was given a
standing ovation by the climb.
Hurt has been a part of Murray
life for many years and was born
at Kirksey. He has taught in the
county schools, is a past assistant
postmaster of Murray. He became
executive-secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce in 1945.
He has been active in Woodmen
work since 1929 and has held
nearly every office in the society
from the local, state and national
level.
He became National Auditor of
the Society in January 1945 and
was appointed National Treasurer
In 1946. He moved to Omaha, Nebraska in October 1949. On January
1. 1952. he 'was named executive
vice-president of the Woodmen
Society.
Hurt is a Rotarian
Visiting Rotarians attending the
meeting were Jack Weaver and
Clyde Cates of Paris. Tennessee
and Jack Pierce of Paducah.
Ross Perry WAS the guest of
George Hart and Zelna Carter the
guest of Luther Robertson, Dr.
A. G Wilson was the guest of Dr.
William Pogue and Gordon Crouch
the guest of his brother Fleetwood
Crouch.
Stab Miller and T. C. Collie were
present as the guests of Waylon
of
Jourdan
Merrett
Rayburn_
Brown's Grove was the guest of
W D. Shoemaker. •
A list of new officert were prepresented by .the nominating committee to be acted on next month.
A resolutions Committee Was 'appointed by President D. L. Dive!.
bias to preppre a resolution expreSsine the fttpport of the Murray
Rotary Club for the high dam proposed for the Cumberland River.
This committee is composed of
George F Overby. chairman, Alfred Lindsey find James C Williams.
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HOLLYWOOD IT — Pianist and
wit Oscar Levant was dragged
out of bed to have his stomach
pumped when he ran into the one
thing with which he couldn't cope
—the literal mind.
Levant, who tried to joke with
a telephone operator and came to
grief when she thought he was trying to kill himself, said today his
only regret was that the incident
"spoiled my sleep."
The musician, famed for hia dry
humor on the concert stage and In
movies, wisecracked to the operator early Thursday that if she
couldn't get his wife on the phone
"in half an hour,
be dead."
The operator called the police,
and the joke backfired. Officers
broke into Levant's home, hauled
him off to jail where his stomach
was pumped out, and listed him
as a "possible suicide attempt."
But Levant, home recovering
from the experience. insisted. "I
had no intent to commit suicide"
He explained that he and his
wife had quarreled and she _hal
gone to spend the day at her mother's house. When he awoke before
noon, he found nobody home and
the telephone line at her mother's
-sa°"`
home was busy.
"The operator said to wait a
half hour and T said .in half an
1l be dead!- Levant said.
hour
'1 don't know why 1 said that.
She said hold on and she would
help me 1 was so touched by this.
I thought 'gee, rye found a
friend.'
"I was full of self pity." he reflected. "And she became very
nice to me I thought she was so
sweet.
"So I'm still holding the phone
and the next thing I know the'police break in I guess I had fallen
asleep. I had already taken my
usual dose of paraldehyde"
He said he has been taking the
attack
heart
since a
sedative
forced him to give up his concerts
temporarily a year and a half ago.
His three young daughters meet:1
through the house to hue their
complained
they
and
father
couldn't possibly face the kids at
school today. His wife, with whom
he Was reconciled. sighed, "This Is
so ridiculous. Oscar is nervous
anyway and shrieked like a wounded bull over this
Levant. paced the floor and answered' phone calls from anxious
friends and a brother In Pittsburgh He paused at his piana to
whip off a Chopin Manirka
"rm glad the police didn't take
my Chopin Mazurkas." he growled.

-
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
rUBLIsHED BY LEDGER

Night Baseball Chased .400
Hitter Right Out Of The Park

TIES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc

Consolidatio%ioi the Murray Ledger, The C.Iloway Times, and The
times-Herald/ October 20_ 1928, and We West Keutuckian. Januar,

1

JAMM C. WILLIAMS, PUBLLSHEE
entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmissios as
Second Class Matter
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL. REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE W1TNIER CO, 1366
Monroe, Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave. New York. 307 N. Michigan
Ave. Chicago, 8t. Bol,ystoa St., Boston.
1641.
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week i5', per
By JACK CUDDY.
month is5e. In Calloway and acipuung counties, per year., 0.56, etas •
United Press Sports Writer
setiere, 113.50.
NEW YORK. Feb. 26. tr--vie
We reserve the lied to rejecit arty AdverUa..ng. Letters to the _EdlIcie, Beeches sale to the Cardinals,
designed to discowage
as Public Voice Items which in ow opinion are not for the beet interbal
any possible complacency among
a atm readers.

By STEVE SNIDER

United Press sp•ru Writer

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

NEW YORK It/le—Night baseball
chased the 400 hitter out of the
majors and home run fever may
do the same in time to the 300
swinger.
Only 14 major leaguers with
more th,an one season under their
belts. led by the incomparable Ted
Williams .348 and Stan Musial
.345, are heading into the 1954
campaign with 'a lifetime average
of .420 or better. Eight are National Llaguers,

SUNDAY FEBRUAR1
WSM TV

in jalopies but home run betters
drive Cadillacs."
Old time stars like Ty Cobb and
Trio Speaker, recognizing the style
change, don't resent the mime run
records. Speaker, in fait, once admitted some of those high siverage
swingers In the old days might
not even make th. grade. today
as long as the accent is cn 'clearing fences.
An odd switch has occurred
since 1940 and it's easily noted in
the records. Then the American
League was loaded with hitting.
Today, the National has a decided
edge.

of 'em and the worst of 'em in
baseball. Virtually since the start
of the game, manage-s
have
searched for the proper method of
lighting a so-called fire under
their sometimes phlegmetic charges.
It
the Yankees. represents a course of
was the same complacency
action that Oa:
, Cleveland Indians that ha tt much to do with •'he
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1954
have *attempted unsuccessfully for Dodgers blowing the 1951 Nationel
Jackie Robinson of the Dodgers
the past three years.
League pennant to the Giants after trails Musial in the
National
The American League had 21
General Manager George Weiss. they had led by 13 1-2 games at League with .319 and Date Mitchplayers at .300 or better in 1940,
In sending Raschi to Se Louis, one stage of the race.
ell of the Indians is second in the
Former President Herbert Hoover doesn't think were said he wanted to shake the com- "Oh. our players woke up all American at .915, a long haul more than twice as many as made
at last
That was a weak
ir qr•,t^mber when the from the aging but authentic hit- batting season.
going to have another depression. He says he ought to placency out of the five-time
year In the National Leachampions and prove that none of Giants Started closing in on 'ern," ters at the top.
rate as an expert on such matters because he had a de- them are indispensable. He was said
gue but 17 made .300—the same
Brooklyn. Manager Charlie The others are Bachie Ashburn as in the boom-boom
bat season
predawn named for him.
"putting a fire" under his players. Dressen. but by that time it was of the Philtres 312. Billy Goodseason of 1963.
parlance.
in
baseball
to.
late
man and. George Kell of the Red
i Our opinion is that he is the last man in the RepubManufacturers continue to deny
The Indians. `runnersup to the
But complacency doesn't always Sex .311, Monte Irvin of the
there's any more jackrabbit in the
lean Party who should have been choosen to make pre- Yankees since 1951, also ore occa- strike at
baseball leaders.
Giants and Johnny Peaky of the postwar
baseball to make it ride
dictions on economic prospects for coming months. There sional victims of complacency and
Beck in the 1930s
when the then Tigers .309.. Minnie Maitre() of the
farther but private tests indicate
a
pt
• e too many people who have come to expect the op- —General Man.yer Hank Greenberg hapless Philtres were bouncing in White Sux and Enos Slaughter of there's a difference.
has mentioned it several times.
and out of the cellar, Manager the Cardinals 305. Car, Furillo
anite to what .he predicts.
Private tests may or may not
Like Weiss, Greenberg' decided Jimmie Wilson walked into a hotel and Duke Snider of the Dodgers
lobby end saw his athletes sprawl- .301 and Dee Fondy of the Cubs be accurate since conditions and
I killions will remeMber his prediction in 1930, less to do something about it
the age of a baseball fen make
than six months after the stock market crash in Novem- His dna act was a determined ed comfortably on severs' couches.
a whele of a difference when
campaign to acquire scrappy Clint
"Look at 'em," Wilson said to
iit 1929, that "prosperity is just around the corner." Courtney from St. Louis. He has one of his
But only the purists who can bounces are measured. Manufaccoaches. -Why. I wouldA'e agree with Mr. Hoover that almost none of the tried for the past two years but n't be surprised if complacency remember when Williams hit .406 turers could—and probably do—
in 1941 seem to care about the make exhaustive tests Item year
" isturbances'• that led to the Big Depression exist now, the defunct Browns alw.iys had costs this club seventh place!"
slumping averages. The cestomers to year but they aren't in a conasked too much.
14. we also know the nation was nearly out of debt in
and the manageis are getting what fessing mood.
"Jim Began. the Indians' No. I
and it owes more now than ever before.
they want—home runs.
1
But the hitters seem to think
catcher, is an excellent receiver
The American League record of there's more life than ever in the
he fact `we had an ecoraimi, cceiapse while Mr. and a great handler of p•tchers,"
973 was set only three years ago new model ball and that's all that
explained one Brownie official lest
ver was in mime, causes mai* to tielieve we are season. "but he's not the takewhile the National League went1 counts. They're swinging so hare
completely homer-happy last sea- for the fences you'd think they're
Ii ly to have hum Utiles again uecause we have anoth- charge. hollering 'type.
sou with a new. record of 1,197.
trying to break through the sound
"Courtney is. and for that reaepublican Administration.
Baseball styles change and no- barrier.
ein
the
Indians
want
him
badly.
Ve heard a utiriress mani :qty recently that he could
body summed it up better than
With a hard swing, they miss
They wept him to light
fire unember conditions for the past fifty years and that der the rest of their players:'
Ralph Killer. when he was with far oftener and that's wriet's hapthe Pirates "Singles hitters ride pening to the .300 hitter.
d ing that period a Democratic Administration always Failing to land Courtney the In. Feeds
ordered by
Kentucky
n nt prosperity while a Republican _Administration diana went out this winter and ac- fermers through
the U.S. Departquired hustling Mickey Grasso
M
nt retrenchment, recesaioli, and outright depression. from the Senators. Grasse, in -ad- ment .of Agriculture's droustr eliVhen we review the period since 1900 we Must admit dition to being an able receiver, mergency program totaled 7.107
tons of cottonseed products. 53Z.•
that we hat‘e enjoyed a certain kind of prosperity dur- is the kind of player Who invaria- 530 bushel:
Ledger & Times Filet
of ('urn. 271.360 bushels
bly exhorts hie (leamnietes to
in Democratic Administrations. There have been sevl greater
of oats, and 69.090 bushels of feed
February 22, 1934
'
efforts. wheat through February S. the
e . n 50 years, covering 28 years of that time.

HOOVER AS AN EXPERT

Emergency
Feeds Total
Is Repoked

1

TV Schedule

20 Years Ago Thii Week

-ranker, Manalfer CaSeT Ste1”7.1
DWI% Drought Committee
• "ar which broke out in Europe-in 1914 ended the Re- claims that "no one loaf.; on my State
repk,rts.
lican Depression which hit the bottom in -1913.. This club.•' Rasche himself. Is one of Feeds received.. a* reported by
lewdest, warbees I" baseball entwines. totaled 4.1115 tors of
c
d awunprecedented demand 'for war materiais in
and has sale: as Weiss pcented out. I cottonseed products. 150.060 bushbooms
this country which resulted in one of the biggest
was no reflection on his hustle els of corn. 171.520 bushels of oats.
we ever experienced and it continued right throngh both But Weiss wanted to stir the abler land 5.322 bushels of feed wheat.
playere -and- tt -could be that het Counties also reported - Issuing
administrations or Woodrow Wilson.
.
has lit . spark which will gain kertificates sto
elitible farmers
if we want to "give the devil his -dues," however, we the Yankees a 7tri—fit, wori4 cham- which entitle
them to purchase
naproaperity
the
-must admit the only sound peace-time
m dealers. it reduetell rates 24:Complacercy happens to the best $59 hundred-weight of mixed feeds.
tion has experienced in 50 years Was from 1920 through
Oats and t v.:seed products
1929'during three Republican Adininistrations. When
are no longer available in the
we say -sound" we, mean everything that term formerdri.ught emergency program. althou.h orders on hand are to be
ly implied. before the days of ;'funny money," backfined until Commodity Creilit Corbreaking taxes and almost unlimited public debt.
poration stocks are exhausted, It
It was during the 20's that most of our fine buildings ,
has been necessary to cancel orders
for 110 cars of oats and authorize
were erected, hotels, office buildings, churches, schools,
farmer, placing these orders to
and the like.- -There have been very few of them built
.•• °thee available feed
since, although thousands are now on the drawing boards
again.
Uncontrolled inclisidual credit was the cause of the
stock market crash in 1929. Thanks to legislation in the
early 1930's, this condition certainly does not exist today.
.
Thsavings
of the people are at an all-time high. Emeployment is off very little, and prospects for sound prosperity are certainly better than the present generation
has ecer known.
We have a high regard for former President Hoovi.,and sincerely hope that his predictions as'to future economic welfare of our country, proves correct.
Nobody can blame him for the big depression. They
voted him out of office because of his inability to cope
V. ith it.

Winning Jump .

.. Ralph Chisrohiliv.iiisnitone;ewili ggiveetgarecitisl on Monday evening in 'the Murray'&ate College auditorium.
George Hart, cashier of the Bank of Murray, was
named a member, of lhe Murray Board of'Education to
till the vacancy caused by the death'of Dr. B. B. Keys.
Paul Gargus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob Gargug-trf Crosslan4,7ieceived a' broken right hip - in an automobile
wreck Sunday at 610 p. m.
Miss Frances sSexton, Mrs. Walter Boone and Miss
Lula Clayton Beale were hostesses for the February
meeting of the Music Department on Tuesday evening
at the home of Miss Beale.
The marriage of Miss Verline Cochran and Herbert
Mason Perry wai solemnized on Saturday evening at
the home of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cochran.
Karl Frazee spent the first of the week in Little Rock,
Ark., visiting his brother, Will Frazee and Mrs. Frazee.

Indoor Champion

NICHOLS SAYS
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correepondent .

10 Years Ago This Week

Ledger & Times File
February 24, 1944
Lt. (jg.) Solon G. Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Hale, is thought to be in the South Pacific on a new
type cruiser. He has been gone over three months and
has not been heard from in that time.
W. J. Caplinger, chairman of the Board of Stewards
and Lay Leader of the First Methodist Church, announced that plane have been coMpleted for observance of the
week of dedication.
Pvt. Rubin James is serving in the infantry with the
i Army and is stationed at Camp Shelby, Miss. Its wife
'is with him there.
Miss Mary Frances Jones and Pfc. W. 0. Conner
were married February 17 by Esq. W. C. Robinson at
his home in Dexter.
Mrs. Julia Holt Robinson ,died t a Nashville Hospital Tuesday where she had been taken after being
stiicken ill on Saturday.
Miss Murrelle Blalock of the Waves,'daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Parvin Blalock, is serving as an instructor in
THAT SMILE on face of Sweden's gunnery.

. Washington. Feb. •13___The Great - White Fattier like- ,
ly never will give the Indian everything America took I
from him. But at least he's giving wig-wag signals back
to the red man.
The Army Signal Corps -has been using flags as a communications syetem since the middle of the 19th Century
Sven Davidason is for his victory In American national ln- 'nleti it borrowed the idea from the teepee.
NEVILLE PRICE, South African
door tennis championships In
,w, so far as the corps is concerned, the Indiana can student at the University of
New York. He holds trophy,
shown
in
Oklahoma.
his
leap
Is
hate it hack.
won when he do,krued- Denof 24 feet, 54 Inches which won
mark's Kurt Nielson 3-6. 6-1,
Brig. Gen. Albert J. Myer, the Army's first signal of- broad jump at national AA1.1
fn teener f weal/
6-1, 6-4,
(lentritatiosni)
ficer, got the notion of the-value of the wig.and the rneet, N. Y.
wag when he saw a Commanche Indian warrior warn
his pals the white maii.wkv coming by u igging and wag- puffs were an ,alert rb put on paint, grab the spears and
prepare for action.
ging with a Ifeatber-bedecked lance.
A, book.'published in 1885. describes various signals..;_.
The general made a flag of his own, along the same ,
alerts or messages by way of blanket, mirror,
moons
after,
man-made
for
And
lines and patented it in 1856.
those flag eignals played an important part in our mill- smoke, fire, arrows, and flint.
The blanket, it seems, Was the start of the wig-wag.
tary communications. A wig o ne •way and a wag the other, with variations,
Other means of communication'came along, and ev.date.
ant something like danger, PR he a little late for the
out
of
little
became
a
wig-wag
the
entually
•
It was interesting to look through a 'Couple of dozen turtle soup. (Sr hope it's a boy papoose.
Also in the blanket department, one book says,. the
books on 'Indian lore in the Library of Congress in this
and wagging meant: For a quiet wig friends,
wigging
connection.
The Indians. according- to the old books. did a' lot of for a fast flapping—ENEMIES.
It took me almost all day,- but I finally got hold of an
Wigging before they. evei wagged.
Indian,
to ask him hikw he felt fretting the wig-wag sysOne
the
,pubb
signals.
from
First came the smoke
•..iimp fire was to call attention. A couple of curls mfans tem back- where it apparently started. He grunted and
that evernhine was all right arid that the chief and his aa id:
r 7,,
the pipe. Threo
"W hat's t root;le 'with' West urn I
braves (-mild go back to paasinu
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Youth Wants To Know
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Senator Gore
Kukla, Fran, 011ie
Minnie Pearls' Diery
Zoo Parade
Hallmark Theatre
Liberace
The World This Wick
Winchell-Mahoney Show
Mr. Peepers
Comedy Hour
TV Playhouse
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Movietime
"Delightfully Dangerous"
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WtsIX-TV
Copyright 1954
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY

28

1,30 The Big Picture
2:00 Facts Forum
2:30 Omnibus. CBS
4:00 Super Circus
5:00 Know Your Bible
5:30 Geo,ge. Jessel
6:00 Life with Father
630 Jack Benny
7:00 Ed Sullivan, Toast of Town
8:00 GE. Theater
8:30 Man Behind the Badge
9:00 The Web
9:30 Steel Hour
10:30% Dr. I.Q.
11:00 The Pastor's Study
11:15 Sign Off

to '
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Yvonne de Carlo, as the
lovely outcast girl in "Sombrero," M-G-M's arresting
Technicolor romance with
music, which opens tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre
Ricardo Montalban, Pier
Angeli, Vittorio
Gassman
and Cyd Charisse also star
in the new offering, which
was filmed against picturesque backgrounds in Mexico.
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This'is Your Life
Excursion
Mr. Wizard
Industry on Parade
Captain Hartz
Frontiers of Faith
Capitol News Foru.r.
American Forum of the Air
Your Future Unlimited
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Roy Ragan .
Range Rider
Meet The Press
Stu Erwin
Paul Winchell
Mr. Peepers
Comeldy
TV Playhouse
Squad
Who Said That

PIERCE $450.00
Wedding Rine $150.00

FURCIIES
Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phon€ 193-J

News
Weather
News Weekly
Story Theatre

Colonel Fleck Sign Ott

BUCYS WOOD WORKING SHOP
SEE US FOR
Kitchen cabinets, Formica Tops, Book Cases, Door
and Window Frames, Built in Closets. Modernizing
Kitchen and Bath.

JIMMIE BUCY

CLEO BUCY

S. 4th at City Limits

Phone 1799

Knee-level
loading
height
•

Unmatched
visibility—
comfortable,
roomy cabs
Great V-8's
nod
Thrifty 6's

Five Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
February 26, 1949
Senator and Mrs. 1_;estrge E. Overbey w ill attend the
annual Jackson-Jefferson Day dinner in Louisville tonight at which Vice-President Alben Barkley will address some 800 members of he Kentucky Democratic
party.
Three men Were apprehenide1 by the State Police yesterday for failing to stop their automobiles for school
busses on highways leading into Murray.
Frankfort (UP)—Federal aid to education may be one
of the stumbling blocks in straightening out Kentucky's
tangled assessment problems.
New Orleans (UP)__A 10 year old girl is reported in
condition followings an operation her mother de-.
!eyed almost a year because of her religion.
tleneral Motors knockr down prices of its passenger
are and bucks—the first cut in auto prices since 1947
The steam engine of a Frieco pas • ricer 'rain has

25

FAIRFAX, Va. 1111--Two
burs petitioned the county Board
of Supervisors not to resurface
the rutted road in front of their
homes. They said they lived in
the country and wanted it to stay
country.
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any truck
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Down Concord
Way
FEB. 2t, 1954
When autmn arrives with its
lovely colors and promised relaxation I welcome it as the best time
of the year. But by the time I
have been housed up all winter,
atid have seen now and ice until
I'm tired of it, then when frogs
begin to sing and birds chirp and
green things begin to grow again,
how I do welcome spring!
Yes, and though it may have not
been too bad to stay at my post.
and though I may have enioyed
loafing, when it was cold outdoors,
now I'm like my little old Aunt
Emma Nance, who has crawled out
of bed and put onions in the
ground with a stick. I don't want
to have to sit indoors Very long
now. I want to be free to get out
and dig in the earth and just do
as I please.
Fishermen have already started
to their favorite haunts, and llone
have brought in some.nice crappie.
The women of this community
are having one last fling at a get
together when they meet in Porter Elkins' basement for a quilting. Friday for Mrs. Elkins and
Opal' Moody. Vernon Coleman had
a quilting last week, which was
well attended.
Mrs. Sally Nance Livesay attended Sunday School at Sulphur
Springs. Sunday while visiting
here from Chicago for a week.
Mrs. Guy Lovins accompanied
Mrs. Ethel Blalock, Mrs. DM's
Blalock, and Mrs..Cora Lee MeCUistion to Arkansas last sv,?ek to
visit Mr. Tip Blalock and family.
Mr. and Mrs., Guy Loving plan
to visit the Boyer's and attend
the ball games at Louisville, this
weekend.
The boys around here have been
busy attending the Concord ball
games and the District Tournament at Paris. Fifteen boys teams
and fifteen girls teams participated
in this tOurnament. thus requiring

the

y outcast girl in "Soma," M-G-M's arresting
nicolor romance with
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rdo Montalban, Pier
!1i, Vittorio
Gassman
Cyd Charisse also star
te new offering, which
filmed against picturesbackgrounds in Me:-

cepsake
A Mk'N0Iii,S

two weeks. (My husband still eats
breakfast at home).
Mrs. Virgie Loving enjoyed having three of her brothers, Bill,
Clay and Jessie McClure, visit
her Sunday.
Mrs. Annie Moody Graham rejoiced to hear that her daughter
had arrived in Detroit, from Canada and was to be in Concord.
Wednesday for several days Visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Starks Finney
welcomed their son, Charles, home
from the Air Force in Canada,
last week. He is to be discharged.
Friends of Chesley Wilson will
be glad to hear that he has returned home from the- hospital,
and sorry to hear of Joe Bruce
Wilson's illness.
Mrs. Selma McCuiston enjoyed
her trip to Florida to see tar
daughter Mrs. Norman Thompson,
and that daughter rejoiced to nave
her come.
When I lived in Stewart County,
I remember what a treat it was
to have my folks visit me. They
haven't stayed all night since.
I enjoy Casual Observer. Hope
her or his letters get in if mine
are used for fillers later.
—CHATTERBOX
MAYOR MAINTAINS
LUNCHEON CUSTOM
RUB/PHIS, Tenn. (1/1 — If you're
ever in the mayor's reception
room here around noon, you're
likely to see a white-haired man
stick his head out of the inner
office and shout to the receptionist:
"Call the Little Tea Shop—and
tell 'em to save two pieces of lemon pie."
This would be Mayor Frank
Tobey. And the lemon pie would be
for him and his wife.
It was in 1938 that Tobey and
his wife decided it would be nice
day.
downtown each
to lunch
When he became mayor six months
ago, Mrs. Tobey feared the demands on his time would force
them to give up the pleasant custom.
These demands do' cut into the
routine at times, but the couple
refuse to let go entirely.

DUST STORM HAZES PANHANDLE
PIERCE $450.00
Wedding Ring $1.50.00

FURCHES

Jewelry Store
13 South 4th St.
Phone 193-J
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reimbursement of shipping costs
mother and daddy had to be at
Temperatures of 375 to 400 de'lightly'tap the cake with your finhas been approved but payment
(pees are best for angel hod cake ger. If it doesn't hold the finger
the hospital with Sue.
has not yet been made.
Mrs. Faye Henry and Mrs. May. baking. To check on baking time mark, it is .done.
me Henry are quilting again.
Mrs. Patra Smith and Mrs. Eunice Outland helped Mrs. Faye
Henry quilt Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Arvin McCuiston visited
February 20
Mrs. Ray Thurman and bi.by boy
I will try to get these lines of
Wednesday.
PEOPLE 001.4.1* GO PIS1'iIP4'
gossip in, that you say, you look
Coach Gene Cathey and some of
IES' -t011; THEY UKE
for.
10 FISH—ME PLANNIN'
his Redbirds went to Paducah.
Frankfort,
Ky.—The
Kentucky
like
felt
never
/
Really I have
ON GOIN' AN' TH'IAL.KIN
Wednesday night, to see the Globe
Hay ,Program has provided $45,000
have gotten any criticism, about
Trotters.
Al3OU1' rr AFTER 'THEY
to date to partially pay transporthis column; but once or twice,
GET PACK l% THE tbEST
tatioq.costs of hay shipped into
Mr. and Mrs. Hayford Henry
and sometimes criticism is enPA RT.
drought disaster areas of the
and Ray and Mr. and Mrs. Ofus
couraging even though we writers
State, Agriculture Commissioner
were
in
°inland
visitota
home
the
áhdWridö9riakeke many itilhBen S. Adams stated today.
of Mrs. Easter Hodges and family
takeg.
The program provides that farmto watch television.
ers in drought areas may purchase
There are many sick people now.
I do have some extra work that
hay with one half the rail transMrs. Alice Manning of Route 5, needs•to be done so I won't write
portation costs being paid out of
the aged mother of Charlie Henry for a few weeks.
federal funds. The program is
of Route 8, is ill of infirmity of
being administered by the Ken—ADDALINE
age and has been bedfast all wintucky Department of Agriculture,
ter. Her age is in the ninetys.
working in cooperation with the
Miss Bettie Frances Grcgan, an
SPEED FACTORS
N'arious County Drought Commitaged lady, who has lived in and
Folks, you'll always get
tees.
around this community all her
prompt film finishing serreimof
The
amount
average
life, is very ill in the home of
TORbNTO (IP — William J. Fulvice when you bring your
bursement to farmers has been
Dr. and Mrs. S. A. Douglass of ton of the Ontario department of
film to LOVE'S STUDIO.
$5.85 per ton on total purchases
Pottertown. where she has made highways says you can figure the
of almost 8.000 tons to date. The
We do the job the way it
her home for the last few years.
speed of an automobile by the age
largest single purchase under the
be done . . . enshould
ninety
Miss Grogan is also past
of the car, the age of the driver
program was 37 carloads totalling
largements can be made.
years old and has had a light and the distance of the trip.
1,010 710 pounds of hay. This shipSee us anytime.
stroke of paralysis.
AT A MICROPHONE in Washington as recipient of an American
The fastest drivers, Fulton told
ment was sent to 3 dealer who
Good Government society award, former President Herbert Hoothe Royal Canadian Institute, are
in turn is delivering it to the
Mrs. Addie Farris is still sick,
ver tells listeners that the "present trouble (slump) resulted from
young men driving on rang trips.
various farmers. The 50 per cent
but Edgar Geurin has improved,
He
optimism."
dehydrated
and
production
surplus
of
mixture
a
driving
women
old
The slowest are
also we heard Chesley Wilson was
Soundphoto)
(international
power.
buying
boost
to
cut
La;
favors
old cars on short trips.
501 P0PC4R STREET
improving in a Memphis hospital.
LAMB BROTHERS
TELEPHONE
Sue Winchester, the ten year old
Inside and Outside
daughter of Mr. and isIrs. E. D.
Decorating
MURRAY -:-KENTUCKY
Winchester, had to have surgrey
H. C. LAMB
done at the Murray Hospital for
Phone 39-M
102 Poplar
an absessed appendix.

Cherry Corner
News

'DEHYDRATED OPTIMISM,' HE SAYS

$45.000 Paid
On Delivery
Cost Of Hay

UNKLE HANK SEZ

1.1.1111 :1-1 1_il1111
92

NEWEST PROBE MATCH: McCARTHY VS. ARMY

While visiting my little niece,
Sue, at the hospital. I also went
to see Mrs. Pearl Clayton, who is
also a patient there. Mrs. Pearl
was my good neighbor several
years ago. She has been an invalid
for some seven or eight years, but
still wears a smile for 1-er many
friends
Mrs. Estelle Ea-elle visited Sue
Winchester at the hospital and
brought her a gift. Mrs. Ezelle is
one of Sue's Training Union teachers. Sue has had many visitors.
Lloyd Farris of Detroit. is visiting his mother. Mrs. Addle Farris,
and other relatives.
Rufus Geurin. his son and his
son's family of Oklahoma, have
visited Mr and Mn. Edgar Geurin since Edgar has been ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Artelle Norman
and daughters. Patricia and Brenda. and Billie and Bettie Lou Winchester were the Sunday afternoon
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland.
Bill and Bettie Winchester spent
pert of the week with Mr. and
Mn. Artelle Norman, wb le their

Local Representatives
of the Commonwealth
Life Insurance Co.,
Home Office
Louisville, Ky.
Wayne Flora

-Keys Keel

McCarthy to Gen.
-I cannot help Impugning .. either )our honesty
or Intelligence" in testifying.

Senator

ZNIcker:

Gen. Zaleker, about McCarthy:
"I still feel a selnie of shock
that the Integrity of the uniform has been Impugned ..."

Secretary Stevens at Valley
Forge: "I intend to support the
lo)al men .. . of the Army In
carrying out their duties."

HERE ARE CONTESTANTS In the newest probe battle in Washington, which finds Senator Joseph McCarthy (RI, Wisconsin, investigations chairman, pitted against U. S. Army Secretary Robert T.
Stevens and Brig. Gen. Ralph W. Zwicker, Camp Kilmer, N. J., commandant. McCarthy (shown
back in Washington after questioning Gen. Zwicker in New York) seeks to find out how it happened that Irving Peres.% recently labeled • Communist by a Now York policewoman, was given
an honorable discharge as a major at Camp Kilmer over his warning. /international Soundphotoa)

Invite their many friends to consult them about the
advantages of the many Commonwealth savings
plans, burial insurance, and other insurance pro-grams to assure a sound financial future for themselves and their families.
There is no obligation when you drop in to see
Keys Keel at his home at Sycamore Extd. and 15th
Street or call 1657-J or see Wayne Flora at his
home at 8th and Chestnut Street or call 857-J.
K. E. COX, Mgr.
Box 8

R. C. HANNA, Asst. Mgt-,
Mayfield, Ky.

HorsepoWer
Performancetbelow f
200kgr
andpn

tKING SHOP

s, Book Cases, Door
Closets. Modernizing

CLEO BUCY
Phone 1799

THE SANDY SOIL near Amarillo, Tex., is whipped up like a winddriven tide over fleida and highways in the Texas Panhandle,
where a 75-mph gale caused the worst dust storm since the
disastrous "Dust Bowl" era of the 1930s. The dust storm covered 80,000 aivare miles with its haze. (international Bostadp)io,
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WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT

STOPS STITT/ STARS POR RUICI-S. Ole &Pic! Boris 3'....T7,d,,.,FvoolIng,
TROUBLES APPARENTLY put aside to+ the moment. singer Dick
liaymes and actress wife Rita Hayworth stroll along New York's
Fifth avenue with Hayrnes' dog Brutus. But Haymes' troubles
stalk his footsteps, the latest being an announcement that the
Immigration service, which claims hi evaded military serving as
an alien, was planning to hand down.a decision in a few days In
his deportation case Meanwhile, the Interned Revenue depart(laternatiossa1 ifoundphoto)
ment Is seeking $90,000 from him.

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
7th and Maple St.
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Lana Turner
Will Stay
A Brunette
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Jo Burkeen, Editor...Phone 55 or 1150-M

Mrs. Hodges Is Guest
Speaker For Banquet
Held By Hazel FHA
chaitir 81.‘..-Euture
•---"Tfir

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Monday, March 1
Friday, February U
The Business Women's Circle of
The. Woodmen Circle Juniors
Homemakers of Amence had its will meet in the Woodmen Hall the First Baptist Church Will meet
annual etwher-Daughter
-at the -home of Mrs George Uptheee-therty
on Thursday, February 18, in the please note change fdom S. turday. church at seven-fifteen o'clock.
•
• •
•
•
•
•
school cafeteria.

Miss Nancy Thomprier, pressdent, was mistress of ceremonies
and gave the usual opening ritual.
The progrem consisted of vocal
humbers by both the' quartet and
duet, a toast to mothers by Carolyn Curd, a toast. to aaughtera by
Mrs. Cid Hurt, and the main feature was presented by Mrs. Harlan Hodges who was tht speaker.
of the evenreg.
Mrs. Hodges kept her audience
spellbound ea she 'elated both
true experiences and fiction in her
Usual interesting manner.

e

Miss Jeanette Paschall, the past
prestdent, conferred upon Mrs.
Pat Thompson, the chapter mother, an honorary membership in
the Hazel F.11.A. because of, her
interest and contributions to the
organization.
The delicions meal was served
by the F.F.A. boys whose motto
was "Service.
The decorations
earned out the holiday theme of
Washington s birthday as well as
the red and white color scheme
of the organization.

The Cora Graves Circle of the
Saturday, February 27
the Woman's Assoaratroi: of the ColThe Alpha Department
Presbyterian Church
will
Murray Woman's Club will meet lege
at the club house at two-thirty meet with Mrs. Gillard ROSS at
eight o'clock.
o'clock.
• • • •
• • • •

or

Tuesday, Marcia 2
mossilay, March 1
The Woman's Society of ChristThe Leine moon Circe of the
WISIS of the First Baptist Church ian Service of the First Methodist
will heae a MISSIOn study at the Church will meet at the church
home of Mrs. zugene Tarry. Jr, at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
114 °Lye, at six oclock
The Delta Department of the
Murray WOMati.S Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty
o'clock. Dr. Rex Syndergaerd will
be the speaker.
• • • •

Weihing Home Is SLene
Of Woman's Association
Meeting Held Tuesday

Miss Lydia Weihing and her
mother. Mrs. J. G. Weihing. entertained the Womanh Association
of the College Presbyterian
Church en Tuesday evening at
their home on Chestnut Street.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Wes Grace Wyatt. The
nairmen, Mss, T. C. Veneble, presided over the business session.
Several committees were appointed for the different churce activities.
The chairman aanounced
The advisers and cnapt.r pressthat the articles for the layette for
dents from Concord. Murray High
arid the Training
the overseas project are corning in
School.
s.hoOl
guests laresen.t. satisfactorily,
were among the
'It was announced that the WestM1S3 Ruby Simpson. head of
ern Kentucky Youth Fellowship
hoes* econotacs department at
Council will Meet at the College
Murray State College. Wai present
Church March 26-27. Reports of
and gave the girls a special invithe, Presbyterial Executive meettation to visit upen the cempus.
'meat Hopitinsville were given by
Approximately eighty person;
throe attendleg—Miss Lyme Weinattended
ing. Mrs. ye. D. Aeschbacher and
•
Mrs. C. B. Crawford.
•
NEW GARINACallieteadiAllbee•Jgg
=et
Rtfitnalli
sea., geen on the subject.
411,--sCabilase.ss__an4.W.AiAtialb.hit ;II Lila Uhr141,'rt klunte..
economical and plentiful ingredi- by Mrs. W. D. Atecnbacher.. She
ent for salaas at this time of the chose aa her scripture. Luke 10.
During the ,.social hour yeast
year. Try combining finely &bred-.
ded cabbage with chunks of red- bleeds and cookies weremeerved by
ekinned apple. seedless raisins..and the hostesees to the too 'on members and two visitors, Mr.. Maser)
bits of roasted aim rids. Tass
a than may - arse dresur.e.
and Mrs. Pete Panzera.

1

•

•

•

• Aiwa

11

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

bt

Superior Ambulance Service

• we

Equipped
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Murray, Ky. Phone 98

311 N. 4th St.
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THERE'S
SS
More To Borrowing Money
Than The Dollars Involved ! !

Such As Promptness, Friendliness
And Efficiency.
You Receive All 3
At
FRIENDLY FINANCE
506 W Main
Phone 1180

NI(
L1/22.222/22.2
Reverence — Sincerity — Dignity,

Economy
from
.Th

No

ST. ANSELM

-And 'Jesus' increased in wisdom and stature.-.
Luke 2:32

Bri

A

ft-o-tha n,

lute'

wag

by

. A

name, "Lentufine description

gives to us ... Of Jesus in re-

his pi

port he made ... To Caesar

ging

and high tribute paid . . .

Th
lilies

As

he describes the face and looks
...
Christ that we find

those
Oth
entual
It it

now in books .. And St. Anselm this letter found
Wherein Auch gentle words abound .. "A man
of beauty and

perfection"'. . . It -should

be in

tour book collection.

books

JULIEN

HYER

cohnet
• The

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

wiggin

Ronald W. Churchill, Owner

First
"The House of Service Since 1886"

amp
that et

Friday. March 5
The Woman's Missionary SociBaptist
Memorial
ety
of
the
Church will meet at the church
at five-thirty o'clock for a potluck
supper and special week of prayer program.
• • • • s
Saturday, March 8
Wendell
Oury
Captain
, The
Chapter of the DAR will meet
with Mrs. E. J. Beale, Coldwater
Road. at two-thirty rectal'. Mrs.
W. F.. Blackburn will be the conote
Members
hostess.
please
change in date.
• 4
= 5 •

Mrs. Grady Gordon Is
Hostess For Meeting
Of Wadesboro Club
Wadeaboro
Homemakers
The
Club met Wednesday, February 17,
in the home of Mrs. Grady Gorden with nineteen members and
:hree visitors present.
Several
••.embers were unable to attend
.ee to illness in their tamales.
Mrs. Clinton Burchett presided
the absence of the president
.nd the recreational leader.
The. lesson on -Choosier Your
Most Becoming Color" was given
.n the morning by Mrs. Fred Pat.on and Mrs. Ocus Bedwell as
.dess Rachel Rowland was present
at that time.
A delightful 'torch was served
buffet style at life noon hour.
Mrs- Weyne Hardie and Mrs.
Clinton Burchett were honored
in the -afternoon by a surprise
stork shower. They each /received
many nice gifts.
The roll call was answered by
each member giving an important historical event. It was voted
that each member give fifty cents
to help on the upkeep of the
ladies restroom in the court house
a
at Murray.
Mrs. Ocus Itedwell gave a very
interesting report on the Farm
and Home Week 'held in Lexington the first week in February.
For the recreational pe:iod the
group was delighted to have the
hostess' mother. Mrs. John McElwrath who is 74 years old, play
two piano solos and also play
while the group sang two religious numbers.

3rd and Maple Sts.

!date.

Phone 7

•

•

Murray, Kr.

NEW YORK- lte—Spanish lice,
one of America't. favorite foods,
also s one of its most versatile.
In the South,' it takes on Creole
characteristics, while Texas shows
the Mexican influence in the seasoning. On the West Coast, where
fish is plentiful, fish is added to

PERSONALS

the rice for a main course dish.
By ALINE MOSBY
In the Midwest, Spanish rice often
United Press Staff Correspondent
is served as a vegetable .with
Till 000D SHEPHERD
unto the Father, but by Me." John
HOLLYWOOD lit — Lana TurnMr. and Mrs. Ed Bradley and
John 10:1-11
14:6. Neither is there salvation er, once a gay blonde but now steak, beef patties or fried fish.
children, Shirley
and
Edward
Of the numerous figures by in any other: for there is none a quieter brunette, said today her For economy's sake, combine it
Lynn, of Evansville, Ind., and
which our Lord Jesus 'Christ is other name tinder heaven given "happy" marriage to Lox Barker with leftover diced chicken, turGeorge Wilson and son, Steve, of
key or other poultry, with cheese,
presented in the Word of God among men, Whereby we must be makes her feel "at peace."
Dayton. Ohne spent the. weekend
Os' with browned frankfurters.
•-thai
of
the
Good
Shepherd
is
Lana
one
saved."
was
Acts
02.
Since
there
calm,
is
_relaxed
and
With Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lynn.
exceptional apral and bless- only one deed, do not weary your- smiling as she spoke about her
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Lee and min of
*JP* — P.M* — EIP•
ing to the human heart. It is self in looking for another. All marriage for the first time since
Fiances Bradley.
t doubtful- it" any-- niece' beautiful who enter this door will be saved., she and the broad -shouldered Bar• • • •
4e,
efte
ker returned from their European
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fergu- figure could be emplyed to por- regardless of their past. But one
;111,7,elrehe.„,,
wedding.
relationship
of
tray
the
Christ
and
must
enter
it or he will never be
son of Owensboro, were the weekThese days Miss T. is a different
age' 61'it
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. His people than that of the orienLana. She has given up bleaches
aStluNillee
8.
64
.
"'e
Ccilirist is the door to security.
Lynn to see Campus Lights. Their tal shepherd and his sheep.
'and her hair is back to a chesnut
This lesson, which is one of exOur Lord said, "By Me if any
son, Tom Ferguson, was toe music
brown—cut
short
and
shaped in
ceptional blessing, remind- us of man enter in, he shall be saved.
director.
the "Shepherd Psalm." which is Verse 9. One who enters this door back like a zoot suiter's. She's
• ,• • •
slender
and
friendly.
Mr. arid Mrs. Harrell Phillips the best loved of all the Psalms. wall find protection from the
"Lox and I are very happy and' =-•—• Guaranteed and Reqhtered
and son, Rodger, of Detroit, Mich., Thih beautiful Psalm is memorized pangs of the past, the perils of the you
can print that!" said the
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lee Humph- in 'childhood, treasured in man- present, and the fears of the fu- town's
Famous for Over 100 Years
favorite sweater girl. "Now
..ey last week enroute to Florida. hood and womanhOod when the ture. Christ is the only dour to if everybody will
just
leave
us
storms of life come upon us, and real security. Those who are His
alone.
appreciated most when we rest are safe fdrever. He said, "My
PARKER'S JEWELRY
"Oh, yes, we hope ei much to
our faith upon its precious prom- sheep hear my voice, and I know
have a - family.
Murray'. Oldest
ises as we enter the valley of the them, and they fellow me: And 1
"I feel so at peace," she said.
Since 1895
shadow of death,
give unto them eternal life; and
And what does she like best
Mrs. Dewey Jones entertained
L The Introduction. John 10:1-6. they shall never perish, neither about the ex-Tarzan of the
the Book and Thimble Club at
movies?
Rumen Albert Parker, Mgr.
In the land where our Lord he- shall any man pluck them out of
"I like everything about him—
her home Wednesday afternoon.
ed there were many shepherds my hand. My .Father, which gave that great, big hunk of
*Parker's Jewelry Pleases!
man!" said
The rooms had a note of spring
and thousands of sheep. At each them me. is greater than all; and Lana.
with the lovely display of African
village or town in the pastoral no man is able to pluck them out
violets and other arrangements of
With urging from Barker, she let
sections of Palestine there will a of my Father's hand." John 10:27spring flowers., Lovely refreshher Air stay its chesnut color
large
sheepfold,
or
walled-in 29,
ments in the St. Patrick's day
enclosure with a shelter and a 3. Christ is the door to satisfaction. after she dyed It that way for a
motif were served to the group
single gate. As night approached
"1 am the deer: by me if any motion picture in Europe, "The
by the hostess.
the different shepherd!, would man enter in, he shall be saved. Flame and the Flesh". The oneThose present were Mn,. Lester
By
lead their flocks to the door of and shall go in and out and find time blonde now is a permanent
Farmer, Mrs. R. H. Robbins, Mrs.
Lawrence & Rickman
brownette "unless a movie role
the fold. After the sheep had pass- pasture." John 10:9. He is the door
Ray Buckingham, Mrs. Carol Lascalls for me to be a blonde.' Some
ed through the door, the shep- to everything that is rich and good
siter", Mrs. Herman Ross, Mrs. Lonfans sadly mark thls as the passWAVING:112006LE MAWR" BIOS
herds left them in the care of the in life—forgiveness, peace, joy,
ing of an era.
nie Shroat, Mrs. Hub Dunn, Mrs.
,SEET--511411CmiNG
porter while they went to their victory, contentment, hope, etc. He
Boyd Gilbert, Mrs. Charlie Hale
DOLLARS MUCIS 100 FAR?
abode ,for the night. The porter came in order that we might have
"It's easier to keep,'' she exand Mrs. Jones.
HERE'S A TIP- ire A PIP!
securely fastened the doer of the abundant life—the life which lifts plumed. "I can wear more colors
fold and it remained that way us above .the changes and circum- and every hair doesn't have to be
until the next morning when the stances of this world,. What He in place. And I won't have to
shepherds returned to get their possessed He came to give to bother with bleaches every week.
"In Europe I was hardly recsheep.
those who would believe on Him.
StEciu
ognized! It was wonderful. I could
Upon their return in the early' In Him there is an all-sufficiency
lank
People
go
would
any
place.
lteterliege:
.morning, the porter recognized the to satisfy our daily needr, and to
and then look again as if they
true thepherds and • opened thb sustain us amid all the temptas.
,..,.(
e hen I came
sure. zosui
And
weren't
l.aaw
....air
••
'Oh t'
'door for each of them to enter. tions, toils, . treats and tribulationshome, I said hello tp one friend
Alter the entrance of each, shep- of this life. There is ern overflow
serve
tlit life that.tinist
It is
herd into the fold. he called his
and walked away. He didn't know
sheep. They heard and recognized life with a surplus. It has peace It was his baby, his old friend!'
It
1951 NASH
ha voice and apptoached hien. sad Joy and Power. And
" Recently 'Lana made her TV
When he had put them oult he within the reach of every child of debut as a sexy dancer on CBS'
4 door 2-tone green
went before them and they fol- God. He wants us ter enjoy that "Toast of the Town" to ceiebraie
loaded with extras
lowed him. He led them out in the rich and abundant life daily.
MGM's 30th anniversary.. The netone owner_local car
pasture for their morning meal.
work sent a limousine to pick her
Before the sun had 'become too
up.
hot the sheep had enjoyed.a
"My secretary and I got in the
bountiful repast. The shepherd
car and the man said. 'Pardon,
then led them to the water in
CHICAGO, is—Parents can help
DeSoto-Plymouth
aren't we supposed to wait
order that their thirst might be their youngsters learn an impor- but
PHONE 485
for Miss Turner"' I said, 'Look.
quenched. After that, he sought tant lesson in giving old toys to
1413 West Main
look, its me.' He was so flusteced
a good place for them to rest un- welfare agencies.
he lost his way_ getting to the
lit- the fierce noon-tide heat had - Thee- is the suggestion of child studio."
..nassed. Following an extended psychologists working with Kay
period of rest, the sheep arose Stanley, president of one of the
and enjoyed another good feeding country's largest
manufacturing
before the shepherd led them back firms.
to the fold again, just prior to the
Many community groups._ now
sinking of the sun.
are taking in'games and toys to
U. The Interpretstiosi. John. 14:7-11. be distributed to needy children.
•
Aecustemed to using familiar ob- and many parents are dapusmg
NLAWSLITL
t
jects and situations in teach ne of items their children have outWYOMING?
great spiritual truths. Christ
grown.
id'a•
But parents should resit -clean
some commonplace things, rue as
the shepherd, the sheep and the house" arbitrarily without consheepfold. and made them the sulting their children, guidance
vehicle Of certain gracious and counselors said. Instead, children
HATIES$, Anthony (Tough
glorious truths, Here we discover. should he told that they are sharTony) Anastasia, New York
one of those grand and wide- ing their playthings with other
waterfront chieftain who had
sweeping statements which our boys and girls who otherwise
been sought since Feb. 18 when
Lord frequently made of Himself. would not receive such gifts.
Thomas Rubino, International
-Children learn to choose by
"I am the door." Thus lie taught
Longshoremen's association ofhow essential He is to life wheth- having the right to choose, Miss
ficer, received a near-fatal beatStanley said. "It is of great value
er it be an entrance or an exit.
ing. is shown between two detectives as he appeared at •
1. Christ is the door to salvation. to a child to know personally thet
Brooklyn police station and
Christ is the means of entrance he is sharing with someone else
said. "I understand you're lookinto the family of God. He is the through his own choice."
• • • •
ing for me." He sported a deep
exclusive entrance or door into
suntan, and said, "I went to
To keep 1Ce _from forming on
the fold of God. There is a vast
Florida two days before Rubino
difference between a door and the window panes, rub them with a
was beaten." (international)
door. lie said, "No man cometh sponge dipped in alcohel.
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Let Children Help
Give Away Old Toys

L&R Motors
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CAPITOL TODAY and SAT.

FIGHTING FIIRYI TRIGGER THRILLS!

FREEDOMS FOUNDATION AWARDS ARE PRESENTED

•

—SATURDAY ONLY
),3
3
t
In
Color •

Miss Rachel Rowland
Shows European Slides
At The B&PW Meeting

OF 'CANTERBURY

titer,

tary

Thursday, March 4
The Woman's Missionary SociMemorial Baptist
of
the
ety
Church will meet at the church
at two-thirty &cleat.
• • • •

•

/Air eteplIerb

to th

hat e

Wednesday, March 3
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Memorial Septa: Church
will meet at the church at twothirty ue-lock.
• • • re

11•171,471,01,17r.
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muni
wh,p, r

ClubaNews Activities
Weddings Locals

SPANISH RICE VARIABLE

The Busined and Professional
',Vomen•s Club held its Febniary
inner meeting at the Woman's
- dub House wall the rresident.
Mrs. Mason Bass. presiding.
Miss Rachel Rowland das
.peaker fee the evenitig.
She
-howed slides she mad:
, -while
"wring Europe. Her pictures and
emments were very interestine
ri.d impressive. Mrs. R. H. Thurman introduced the speaker.
The International Relations committee was in charge of !tit arrangements for the evenlng.mThe
committee is comprised of Miss
Rachel Rowland. chairman, Mrs.
Fulton. Mrs.. Clifford
Melugin,
Chesfey Butterworth, Mr; Marvin
Ars. Ethel Key. Mrs Grady Miller, Mita. Nap RadolDn, Mist
Lutie Thornton and Mrs. R. H.
Thurman.
The tables were ctecorae.,i in the
international theme with flees of
different reauntries being pieced at
venter/re points. Sixty member, and
three guests—Mrs. Gene Anbritten,
Mrs. Charles; Oakley, and Mrs.
Bobby MeLhiwell - were present
fee the eveeine

shows (from left)
THIS GROUP at presentation of Freedoms Foundation awards. Valley Forge, Pa.,
Dr. Kenneth D. Webs, foundation president; Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower. president of Pennsylvania
committee
State college, presenting awards; Rev. Theodore flexburgh, president U. of Notre Dame,
.
104*
chairman; and recipients, Senator Karla. Mundt (Rh DARR 118WIAIWROPRISIWIrlirilatenlan1181
article; James A. Farley, top award Mr a public address; Army Secretary Robert T. Stevens,
(hteSTWA,01V.11 i7:34ridIA010)
aneolal 'another+. Me e,,miilattvs sward for the it. R, Ann",
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SPANISH RICE VARIABLE
NEW YORK. IS-Spanish rice,
le of Americas favorite foods,
so is one Of its most versatile.
i the South; it takes on Creole
taracteristics, while Texas shows
,e Mexican influence in the seaning. On the West Coast, where
ah is plentiful, fish is added to

youcati

9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 208 Irvin St. Also tion. Reasonable price. See at 306
have upright piano for sale. (f28p) North 7th or phone 674-N. (mlp)

FOR SALE

.e rice for a main course dish.
the Midwest. Spanish rice often
served as a vegetable with
eak, beef patties or fried fish.
)r economy's sake, combine it
ith leftover diced chicken, tur,y or other poultry, with cheese,
with browned frankfurters.

ONE 7 H.P. McCULLOCH CHAIN 7 PIECE MAHOGANY DINING
LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! BRAND saw. Good condition. original cost loom suite.
Will sell buffet separnew 3 bedroom home. Hardwood $488. will take $250. Call 1078-W ate. Call
551-J.
(ittle)
floors, built-in cabinet and closets. after 5 p.m.
(m4p)
Insulated through-out. Fuel oil
TWO 42CKER PUPPIES, ONE
Soar furnace_ Will be °pea foe-I-ZENITH RAD4O-41140NOGN
black and n& _particolor, Either
Inspection Saturday 27th from combination in very good condi- would make your family a fine
pet. A.K.C. $15.00 each. Call 303.
see at 704 Olive.
(f26p)
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

PM" - PH" - PM"

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Small children
6-Pronoun
3-Mexican cola
12-DIsorder
13-Antlered
%pima'
14-PrecIpltatIon
16-Toward th•
sheltered side
16-President's
nickname
17-City In Norway
111-M•
20-1.ascl V10111
22-River In Wales
21-Superlative
ending
14-Ads erne critic)
27-Former
British
colonial leader
31-51ehs mmsalun
nam•

Al:
••
,
/
'
1
4,4

9e11
- .1
NA I IUNAL Y AntPIISM

Artcarved

- Diamond Rings
Guaranteed and Re•;•trred
Famous for Over 100 Years

PARKER'S JEWELRY
Murray'. Oldest
Sines 1893

32-Anglo-Saxon
money
33-Rice dishes
37-Declare
40-Muscular
twitch
41-Illuminated
42-Call tos•tbor
46-Spanish
Ameritan
plain.
45-City of

POLE
A

j

a

N.vv. Italy

60-Note of
Indebtedness
12-Co4k In oven
53-Eagerness
64-Embryo flower
f&-Itallan cola
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56-Girls nam•
67-Before
61-Dash
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1-11r1t.b.h
streetcar
2-Unctuous
3-Pedal digits
{-Spirited horses
6-young cow
6-Kind
7-Wooden pin
8,-4-Welt now
(Manx)
9-1/irect on
10-Storage pit
II-River In
Siberia
19-Sign of zodiac
21-ftesidu•
24-Cover
21-Man's name
36-Nothing
28-Female deer
29-Be mistaken
30-Posed for
portrait
34-The Hun king
35-For shame!
36-Penman
37-Refer
33- Yellow ochre
35-Balanced
42-Labyrinth
43-Employed
44-111 um in I's
nick na
411-Metal fastener

47-Pods used In
seep
411-Observed
61--Posse•eie•
pronoun
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1951 NASH
4 door 2-tone green
loaded with extras
one owner-local car

L&R Motors
DeSoto-Plymouth
PHONE 485
1413 West Main
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The

circuit and county court der
The Department of Revenue wou
still retain the revenue functio.
of the motor vehicle and drive.
licensing laws, and would continue
to deal with clerks on these matters. Revenue also would continue
to provide clerks the recessary
VINO!
In a statement issued here they license forms and other material,
If the salt shaker deliireni salt
said the change had also been re- necessary for issuance of motor
too fast, plug up a few of the
FRANKFORT. Ky.-Commission- commended by the Traffic Insti- vehicle and operators' license.
holes with fingernail polish.
er of State Police Charles C Old. tute of Northwestern University, At the present time Revenue
the American Association of Motor and State Police jointly administer
NICE TWO BEDROOM HOUSE.
Vehicle Administrators and the the provisions of law relative to
Well located, electric heat, private
International Association of Chiefs the denial, revocation and suspenentrance. Call W. C. Hays Real
of Police. The organizations have sion of motor vehicle licenses and
Estate. Office 1062. home 547-J.
all conducted extensive studies of operators' licenses. Under the profmlei
the law as well as Kentucky's posed plan, State Police would bedriver licensing and motor vehicle come the administrative and enMODERN THREE ROOM FURregistration laws.
forcement authority to deny, suslimbed apartment, ground floor,
The proposed change would not pend or cancel motor vehicle licprivate front and back entrences,
affect the duties or the fees of enses and operators' licenses.
private bath, hot water. 501 Beale
Street, phone 898-R.
If280

FOR RENT

1

• AUCTION •
AT DEXTER. 2 p.m. SAT.. FEB.
27. Home of Forest Mane:. Household goods and car. All to go.
•
(MO FURNISHED APARTMENT, FURnace heat, private bath, at 304
REFRIGERATOR, II FT., 2-DR.,
S. 4th St., one block south of Post
deluxe Kelvinator. Also girls biOffice. See Mrs. B. F. Berry, 300
cycle, standard' size. Phone 1210.
S. 4th St.. phone 103.
(f27c)
(f27c)
ONE NICE THREE ROOM UN.
1953 FORD CLUB COUPE, CUS- furnished apartment, pr,vate entom 8. Radio and heater, with over trances, first floor, hot and cold
drive and vela, low milei.ge. See water. 605 W. Poplar, phone 618.
(1.26c)
it today at Wilson and Son Used
Cars, Located 700 West Main St.,
A FOUR ROOM APARTMENT,
phone 314.
(1260
nicely decorated. Both het and
cold water, gas heat. wired for an
1951 CHEVROLET 1.12 TON PICK electric range. A quiet and pleasup truck. Heater extra clean and ant location. 609 Olive St
(1'260
good. Kentucky License. Wilson
& Son Used Cars, 700 West Main
St., phone 314.
1f28c,

I

1952 OLDSMOBILE 88, 4•DOOR.
Radio and heater, hydra-mate.
White wall tires, also plastic seat
covers, two-tone green, with Kentucky license. Several other extras Nice Wilson &
on Used
Cars, 700 -West Main Sr.. phone
(f203c)
314.
•

MIRY
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Ricardo Montalban, an impetuous young Latin in love,
serenades
his sweetheart, Pier Angell, in "Sombrero,"
INCOME TAX RETURNS PRE
M-G-M Technicolor romance filmed in Mexico with an
pared. Reasonable
rate. Phone
547-J.
(tfcl all-star cast, including Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Chariase
and Yvonne de Carlo. The new offering opens SaturTHERE Is
NOW
A
SINGER day at the Varsity Theatre.

Female Help Wanted

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
- --IN THE big living room, Everett
Carr took the hand Shelly extended, and patted it in a fatherly way.
Then he fed her to a chair, and
seated her, taking his own seat on
the couch, close by. "You don't
come to see us as often as we'd
like, Shelly," he sald warmly.
She looked up, smiling Vntly,
"Oh, Father Qin ..."
"I thought surely you'd coma to
see me today, or call me."
Now the violet eyes darkened
with a question.
"About Talboy," he said quickly.
"Oh," she said. "Oh, yea. They
I
don't seem to know how badly he's
hurt There's some concussionI he's unconscious."
"Yes, yes, I know all that' He's
not on the critical list, however."
''Oh, no!" said Shelly quickly.
"But at must be bad enough, 1/
he's unconscious."
"Bad part is the way It happened. That it happened at all,"
I said Everett heavily.
"I know what is being said, but
goasip-sometimes-"
"One of the doctors at the hospital told me about it," said Everett crisply, and she knew that she
had affronted him.
"You mean, they made tests
that showed he had been drink'
ing ?"
''I don't know what they did,
Shelly. I Just-"
"1 wouldn't have said he was •
drinking man, Father Carr."
"Woman's no judge of such
things Man was as queer as Aunt
Fiesters _hat. Would get up an
argument on asy subject. Always
took the wrong side, too:Wrong, or unpopular? thought
Shelly. She had sense _enough not
to say IL
1 "I rather hit.. Mtn," she murmured.
"A lot of the ladies do!" Shelly's
head lifted. "Even heard Eleanor
declare he was CAC111r1g Bali. Of
course, I know you don't mean it
that way-you're Stevie's w ii e.
And Eleanor-oh, I don't knew
why a silk and velvet girl will so
often take a yen toward a tough
man!"
Eleanor! Shelly's h ea r t was
beating faster than she would care
to admit as she put some concentrated thought to that suggestion.
So concentrated that it required
an effort' to bring her attention
back to Everett's talk. Fie had evidently said again that he had expected her to call him -he was going on to assure her that he stood
ready to do anything-aril/three?
-for her In Stevie s absence.
"I think," said Everett Carr impresmively, "that now the oaly
e
thing for you to do, Shelly, will be
to clone Stevie's office untl, tie gets
back."
"But Father Carr . .
"We can get a doctor for the
plant. There are men who do industrial doctoring on a fixed salary. we get inquiries all the time.
And the other doctors here in town
can take care of his other pa.
Herds."
Suddenly, Shelly was angry. -I
suppose Dr. Lewis would be one
of them!" she said coldly.
"Not necessarily. He's got him -

oar**. IOU. Se Eh:alma %Wart
rtbu1•4 54 Kin Feat•ral 5mbotha

I WANTED WAITRESS IN
restaurant. Call 9140

Free cones to kids
from 1:00 p. m. to
3:00 p. m,

WHAT Are you going to do about a

hv

(tie)

a mess, too. But there bins- What do you suggest I 40
A,
are plenty of other doctors-you'll Shelly ?"
see. When you close the office,
"I'd suggest," said Shelly crisply, Fir and Pine Framing and
the patients will go elsewhere. "that after this, when you are sick
Finish
They'll have to."
all day, you call a docto/ then, or Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
Spoken like a healthy man! said go to see MM. Not wait until the Roofing, Asphalt Roofing,
middle of the night If you have
Shelly's seething brain.
Doors and Windows, Sheet'
Everett-Carr stayed for another the slIghtest idea of the sort of life
Rock and Hardware, Screen I
fifteen minutes. Shelly smiled a doctor leads . ..
"My goodness," said Mrs. Jar- Wire.
woodenly, hearing nothing that he
vis, "I never got thts kind of leesaid.
SYKES BROS. LUMBER
ture from Stevie. He'd sometimes
At last he rose. "Well-must get say he wouldn't come, but he alCOMPANY
home, Shelly. Now you go to bed ways did it in a nice way."
Phone 388 NevcSoncord Rd.
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DAIRY QUEEN is a delicious, fresh, whole-milk 'r

POWER MOWER

sweet-cream food. Froze3
tel
"oil

this sear? Wait until grass and prices are

_ zond, Le4-r-- you eat
QUO"
•y

-

DAIRY QUEEN !odd.)

,ts. stielte
. ?iats
()woe+

up? or will you shop Larry Kerley's now
and enjoy pre-season prices?

LARRY KERLEY CO.
E. Side Court Square

C 'if.

ILA%

TOADS •63.4

DAIRY QUEEN
Main at 13th St.

Phone 135
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NANCY

By F.rnia BoshmIller

YEP---JUST
OPENED
TODAY

THJ S is

HAVE YOU
GOT A
DIPLOMA

DID YO. GO TO
A PHA'. MACY
SCH' OL ?

ANEW

DRUGSTORE,

OKAY-- THEN
I'LL HAVE A
TUBE OP
TOOTH PASTE

ISN'T
IT?
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UL' ABNER
GO AHEAD AN'HANG OUR
BABY, SERGEANT.P7- BUT,i(D'DoN'T MIND,W-WE
WON'T WATCH. SOMEHOW,
WE STILL_ LOVES TN'LI'L
MURDERER-

I t_

••••

ABBIE an'

LOOK HERE!."- I Gar 5
KID5 0'MN/ OWN, AN'
SOMETIMES 1 FEELS
LIKE GOIN'TO A
EXTREME TO

BUT,YOU'RE
GOING TOO
FAR.
F
.
rel TAKE

THIS KID
HOME!!

GET RID OF'EM-

07 Al Capp
WM=T'wO(JLDN'T BE
LEGAL TO SET A MURDERER
FREE!.'- IT'S OUR DOCTni
T'LEAVE HIM IN TH'ARMS
0'T)-1'
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For The Season

LOCAL

self Into

and get your sleep My little sugShelly was close to tears when
gestion will care for any worry ale replaced the receiver. People
you've had. I think."
expected so much from doctors,
Fie departed, and Shelly went up- and treated them with so little constairs. Oh, yes, his little sugges- sideration. In the darkness of the
tion. . . .
night's last hours, her heart ached
She was to close the office She for Stephen. alone out there in
was to write that to Stephen. She Korea, and for Cr at g, fighting
was to tell Miss Browne, and Dr. tor his principles, and now the vicTalboy, and the patients . . And tim of malicious gossip. She could
she was to live the rest of the year not fail either man. She must not!
with her hands empty, and her
The next morning, at ten, Everthoughts free to go over and over ett Carr's secretary said that Mrs.
what she had done, and what she Stephen Carr would like to see
might have don. instead.
him-on business.
.Today she had considered is pos.
Midstream. Everett stopped his
sible need to close the office, and expansive, "Yea, yes, yea. A n y
had discarded it quickly for a half- "time-On business?" he asked in
dozen other plans.
aatonishment.
The Carrs- Everett-had only
"That's what she s al cl, Mr.
one plan. It was as if they had Carr."
found tier sunk in quicksand, and
"All right. Send her in. We'll
had put one thin stick within her see what she considers business."
reach-and then hid walked away. The beaming smile was reinstated.
The family wanted the office
Probably mone y, he thought.
closed, wanted the practice dissi- Now, with the closing of Stevie's
pated. They had never w•nt•d office, there'd naturally be money
Stephen to be a doc•alr in the first worries-he leaned back in his
place and now they might have chair, Willing.
found • way toShelly certainly knew how to
She sat down before the mirror, dress, thought Everett, watching
sick with the realization of human the girl come through the door and
selfishness, of. I o v e's possessive across the carpet-slim black suit,
power an cruelty. Everett had' with a yellow hanky, or something,
not come to help her; heal thought perking out from a pocket below
she would blindly obey him, and the belt, a little hat tilted fm-ward
thus he would gain what he had on her head, spotless gloves.
always been determined to gain"Shelly, my dear," he said exStephen, the eon he loved, the son pansively as he rose. "What can I
of whom he was -proud, would do for you? And May I say in adcome back trom Korea, go into the' vance that the sky's the limit?"
business and carry on the dynasty.
She smiled warmly at him. "You
But Stephen had planned against don't need to aay it. I came bepot that event He had'put Talboy (311.18C I knew how hig•hearted you
into his office, selecting Arum as a are."
man who would fight, and he exButtering me up, he ,thought, as
pected to come home a doctor, to he gallantly seated her, then reremain a doctor.
sumed his chair. "How, big a bite?"
Xerhaps Shelly would have said he asked, braving.
she did not sleep that night, but
Shelly s blue eyes regarded him.
there was Mrs. Jarvis to prove "Oh," she breathed, "I don't want
otherwise.
money."
The phone wakened her.
"That's what most of the Carr
Jarvis had beA:
women want," he assured her.
i trying to get t
doctor, she said. No one answere
"I've a lot to learn!" she said
so- flirtatiously. This morning she was
"I'm afraid Dr. Talboy can't determined not to offend Everett.
come. Mrs. Jarvis," said Shelly He was the one member of Stephwearily. "You see, he-"
en's tamily who might be occa"But hr niusl come!" ctleti Mrs. sionally on her side.
Jarvis. "And don't pass off the exShe'd done a lot of thinking durcuse that ties tired. I know doc- ing the night: she'd planned her
tors get tired, nut I'm sick. I often campaign. Now she leaned torhave to call • doctor at night I ward, one gloved hand on the desk
take turns: I call one doctor till top.
I've worn film out, then I twin to
"Father Carr," she said earnestanother one. Dr. Talboy will come, ly, "I came to you with just one
I think, if you'll just get in-touch request, and I hope you'll and
with him."
yourself able Ur grant it."
"Mrs. Jarvis! Dr. Talboy is in
Now Everett Carr too was sitthe nospitai with his own head. ting in this office "on a flatter of
ache., He was in • car wreck last business.'"'What request is ehat,
night, and MOS a concussion as well S ell y
as some cracked ribs."
h-Tha7t- you do not discharge Dr.
"Oh, well, that's too bad,," mourn• Talboy as plant doctor."
ed Mrs Jarvis, "because I do need
(lo He Corstinu.-,1

OPENING
SATURDAY
February 27

Sewing Machine representihve for
new and used machines and repair service. See Leon Sall, 1411
Poplar, phone 1074-R.

LOTS OF CARS TO CHOOSE
NICE CLEAN ELECTRIC RANGE. from, ranging from 1943 to 1953
Like new. See at 121e W Main St models. Some extra nice. If you
(f26nci don't know your car, know your
dealer. Come in today to Wilson &
Son Used Cars, 700 West Main St,
phone 314.
(ine)

b
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NOTICE

fly

0C
By &erica Seejett

Change In
Automobile
Law Planned

WANT

Poo'

ham and Caammissioner of Revenue
Robert H. Allphin have both recommended passage of a bill now
before the General Assembly that
would transfer administration of
Kentucky's Safety Responsibility
Law to State Police from the Department of Revenue.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor...Phone 55 or 1150-M
IY.

SOCIAL CALENDAR

The Hazel Chapter of Future
Homemokers of America had its
annual Mother-Daughter banquet
on Thursday. February 18. in the
school cafeteria.

43
it
8.1

Miss Nancy Thenipsior, president, was mistaess of ceremonies
and gave the usual opening ritual.
The progrera consisted of vocal
numbers by both the quartet and
duet, a toast to mothers by Carolyn Curd, a toast to aaughters by
Mrs. Cid Hurt, end the main feature was presented by Mrs. Harlan Hodges who Wdb the speaker
of the eveniog.

ri
p.

Si

Mrs Hodges kept her audience
spellboend as she ,elated both
true experiences and fictiun in her
usual interesting manner.
Miss Jeanette Paschall. the past
president, conferred upon Mrs.
Pat Thompson. the chapter mother, an honorary membership in
the Hazel F.H.A. becarae of her
interest and contributions to the
organization.
The delicious meal wes served
by the F.F.A. boys whose motto
was -ServIco.' The decorations
.oirned out the holiday theme of
Washington s birthday as well as
the red and white color scheme
of the organization. The advisers and cnapt.r preita
dents from Concord, Murray High
School. and Lae Training Sohool
were among the guests oreaent.
Mass Ruby Simpson. head .of
borne economics de par lane nt at
Murray State College. wa; present
and gave the girls a specod invitaUvn to visit upon the campus.
Approximately eighty persons
attended.

•

-
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*,
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Monday, March 1
Friday. February 26
The Business Women's Circle of
The Wouainen Circle Juniors
will meet in the Woodmeet Hall the First Baptist Church will meet
at three-thirty o'clock. Members at the home of Mrs. George Upplease nom change from Saturday, church at seven-fifteen o'clock.
• • • •
The Cora Graves Circle of the
Saturday, February 27
The Alpha Department of the Woman's Associatroe of the Colwill
Murray Woman's Club will ma-et lege Presbyterian Chinch
at the'club house at tau-thirty meet with Mrs. Gillard Rosa at
eight o'clock.
o'clock.
• • • •
• • • •
Tuesday. Marcn T
Monday, March 1
The Woman s Society of ChristThe Leto, aauon Cac:e of the
WhIS of the First Baptist Chuacn ian Service of the First Methodist
will have a mission study at the Church will meet at tha church
home of Mrs, tugene Tarry. Jr. at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
1106 Olive, at six °clock
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty
o'clock. Dr. Rex Syndergaord will
be the speaker.
• • • •

Weihing Home Is Scene
Of Woman's Association
Meeting Held Tuesday
Miss Lydia Weihing and her
mother. Mrs. J. G. Weihing.. entertained the Woman's Association
of the College Preabyterren
Church on Tuesday evening at
their home on . Chestnut Street
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Mils Grace Wyatt. The
chairman, Mis. T. C. Veneble, preaided over the business session.
Several committees were appointed for the different churco activities.
The . chairman announced
that the articles for the layette for
the overseas project are coming in
satufacturily
It was announced that the Western
Kentucky Youth Fellowship
Council will meet at the College
Church Merch 24-27. Reports of
the Preabytenal Executive meeting at Hoplunsville were &leen by
those attending—Miss Lydia Warning. Mrs. at 13. Aeschbacher and
Mrs. C. B. Crawford.

Wednesday, March 3
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Memorial Septa Chinch
will meet at the church at twothirty o'clock.
• • • •
Thursday, March 4
The Woman s Missionary SociMemorial Baptist
ety
of the
Church will meet at the churclil
at two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Friday. March 5
The 'Woman's "Miisionary.. SociBaptist
Memorial
of the
ety
Church will meet at the church
at 'five-thirty o'clock for a potluck
supper and special week of prayer program.
• • • •

Saturday, March 6
Captain
Wendell
The
Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
with Mrs. E. J. Beale, Coldwater
• • • •
Road, at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs.
W. E. Blackburn will be the co316. .arearaat mix .tbe. eASnlos hostess. Members please note
NEW GAINIAHar~asw
was - grsen on the subject "To
change in,date.
Witnessing
the -Christian HomeVIEW YORK.
.• • • .
by
Mrs.
W.
D.
Aescnbacner.
She
econonecel and plentifal ,ingredient fOr- ealacis at this time of the comae as her scripture. Luke 10.
During the social hour yeast
year. Try combining finely shred'
nod cabbage with chunks of red- breads and cookies were served by
skinned apple, seedless raisins and the hostesses to the fourteen memHomemakers
The
Wadesboro
bas of roasted aim rids. T-sa with bers and two vuutora. afro Mason
_Club _Met Wednesday, February 17.
anca_larooPata- laarrassa
at thin moyonnalso tIr'...i-ç
in the home of Mrs. Grady Gordon with nineteen members and
three visitors present.
Several
members were unable to attend
otte
in -thertalerobeso Mrs. Clinton Burchett presided
in the absence of the president
and the recreational leader.
Superior Ambulance Service
The lesson on °Choosine Your
Equipped with 01,res
Most /teem:rang Color" woos given
in the morning by Mrs. Fred Pat311 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky. Phone 98
.on and Mrs. Ocua Bedwell as
"Tilt (RIP \MI tiN.FRAL
Rachel Rowland was present
at that time.
A delightful lunch was served
buffet style at the noon hour.
Mrs Wayne Hardie and Mrs.
Clinton Borchelt. were honored
in the afternoon by a surprise
stork shower. They each) received
many nice gifts.
The roll call was answered by
each member giving an'
Cant historical event. It was voted
that each member give flay' cants
to help on the upkeep of the
ladies restroom in the court house
at Murray
Mrs. Ocus Bedwell gave a very
interesting report on the Farm
and Home Week held in Lexington the first week in February.
For the recreational peood the
group was delighted to have the
nostesa mother, Mrs. John MeVerath who es 74 years old. play
‘rios piano solos and ;Is° play
while the group sang two religiose numbers.

Mrs. Grady Gordon Is
HostPAS For Meeting
Of Wadesboro Club

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
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More To Borrowing Money
Than The Dollars Involved ! !

Such As Promptness, Friendliness
And Efficiency.
You Receive All 3
At
FRIENDLY FINANCE
506 W. Main
Phone 1180
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NEW YOR. (in--Spanish rice,
one of America's favorite foods,
also jas one of its most versatile.
In the South,' it takes on Creole
characteristics, while Texas shows
the Mexican influence in the seakg
1
soning. On the West Coast, where
fish is plentiful, fish is added to
the rice for a main course dish.
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent In the Midwest, Spanish rice often
is served as a vegetable with
THY GOOD SHEPHERD
unto the Father, but by Me." John
HOLLYWOOD RP — Lana TurnMr. and Mrs. kat Bradley and
steak, beef patties or fried fish.
14:6. Neither is thOre salvation er, once a gay blonde but
John 16:1-11
children, Shirley
now
and
Edward
Of the numerous figures by in any other: for there is iron a quieter brunette, said today her For economy's sake, combine it
Lynn, of Evansville. Ind., and
which our Lord Jesus Christ is other name under heaven given "happy" marriage to Lax Barker with leftover diced chicken, turGeorge Wilson and son, Steve, of
key or other poultry, with cheese,
presented in the Word of God among men, whereby we must be makes her feel "at peace."
Dayton, Ohio, spent the weekend
or with browned frankfurters.
that
of
the
Lana
one
Good
Shepherd
is
saved."
was
Acts
4:12.
'Since
there
is
calm,
relaxed
and
with Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lynn.
of exceptional appeal and bless- only one door, du not weary your- smiling as she spoke about her
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Lee and Miss
PAP. — PJP• — PR"
ing to the human heart. It is self in looking for another. All marriage for the first time since
Fiances Bradley.
i doubtful if any more beautiful who enter this door will be saved, she and the broad-shouldered Bar• • • •
ker returned from their European
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fergu- figu!e could be emplyed to por- regardless of their past. But one
tray, the relationship of C,hrist and must enter it or he will never be wedding.
son of Owensboro, were the WeekThese days Miss T. is a different
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. His people than that of the orien- saved.,
as Lana. She has given up
bleaches
Z. Christ is the door to security.
Lynn to see Campus Lights. Their tal shepherd and his sheep.
This lesson, which is one of exOur Lord said, -By Me if any 'and her hair is back to a chesnut
son, Tom Ferguson, was toe music
ceptional blessing, remind^. us of man enter in, he shall be saved. brown—cut short and shaped in
director.
the "Shepherd Psalm." which is Verse 9. One who enters this door back like a foot suiter's. She's
• • • •
slender and friendly.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrell Phillips the best loved of all the Psalms. will find protection from the
"Lax and I are very happy and'
This
memorized
beautiful
Psalm
is
pangs
of
the
past,
Gurnanteed and Reqatered
the perils of the
and son, Rodger, of Detroit, Mich.,
you can print that!" said the
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lee Humph- in childhood, treasured in man- present, and the fears of the fu- town's
Fomous for Over 100 Years
favorite
sweater
girl.
"Now
..-ey last week enroute to Florida. hood and womanhood when the ture. Christ is the only door to if everybody
will
just
leave
us
storms of life come upon us. and real security. Those who are His
• • • •
alone.
,when we rest are safe forever. He said. "My
appreciated most'
PARKER'S JEWELRY
"Oh, yes, we hope so much to
our faith upon its precious prom- sheep hear my voice, and I know
have a family.
Marron! °Ideal •
ises as we enter tate valley of the them, and they follow mc: And I
"I feel so at peace," she said.
Sines 11114
shadow of death.
give unto them eternal life; and
And what does she like best
Mrs. Dewey Jones entertained
I. The Introduction, John 10:1-6. they shall never perish, neither about the ex-Tvran of the
the Book and Thimble Club at
Russell Albert Parker. Mgr.
movies?
In the land where our Lord liv- shall any man pluck them out of
"I like ever-AIN about him—
her home Wednesday afternoon.
ed there were many shepherds my hand. My Father, which gave that great, big hunk of
'Parker's Jewelry Pleases!
man!" said
The rooms had a note of spring
and thousands of sheep. At each them me, is greater than all; and Lana.
with the lovely display of African
village or town in the pastoral no man is able to pluck them out
violets and other arrangements of
With urging from Barker, she let
stations of Palestine there was a of my Father's hand." John 10:27spring flowers. Lovely refreshher hair stay its chesnut color
sheepfold,
or
large
walled-to 29,
ments in the 'St. Patrick's day
enclosure with a shelter and a 3. Christ Is the door to satisfaction. after she dyed it that way for a
motif .were served to the group
single gate. As night approached
"I am the door: by me if any motion picture in Europe, "The
by the hostess.
the different shepherd!, would man enter in. he shall be saved, Flame and the Flesh". The oneThose present were Mai. Lester
By
lead their flocks to the doot of and shall go in and out and rind time blonde now is a permanent
Farmer, Mrs. R. H. Robbins, Mrs.
Lawrence & Rickman
brownette "unless a movie role
the fold. After the sheep had pass- pasture." John 10:9. He is the door
Ray Buckingham, Mrs: Carol Lascalls for me to be a blonde.' Some
ed through the door, the shep- to everything that is rich and good
siter. Mrs. Herman Ross, Mrs. Lonfans sadly mark this as the passHAVING IZOUBLE /AAIUN!, DIPS
herds left them in the care of the in life—forgiveness, peace, joy,
nie Shroat, Mrs. Hub Dunn, Mrs.
ing of an era,
MEET --StRETCsisIG
porter while they went to their victory, contentment, hope, etc. He
Boyd Gilbert, Mrs. Charlie Hale
DOLLARS MUCII 100 FAR ?
abode for the night. lhe porter came in order that we might have
"It's' easier to keep." she exand Mrs. Jones.
A PIP.°
HERt'S A 11Psecurely fastened the docr of the abundant liN—the life which lifts plained. "I can wear more colors
• • • •
fold and it remained that way us above the changes and circum- and every hair doeskt have to be
until the next morning when the stances of this world. What He in place. And I won't have to
shepherds returned to get their possessed He come to give to bother with bleaches every week.
"In Europe I was hardly recsheep.
those who woull believe on Him.
egnized It was wonderful. I could
Upon their return in the early' In Him there is an all-sufficiency
go any place. People would look
morning, the porter recognized the to satisfy our daily needr, and to
and then look again as If they
true - shepherds and opened the sustain us amid all the temptaweren't sure. And when I came
door for each hi them to enter. tions, toils, trials and tribulations
home, I said hello ta one friend
After the entrance of eacIL shep- of this life. There is an overflow GaaLeskateakfleli.z,mar.
1/11100.
herd into the fold, he called- his in the life that theist kives.' It is and walked away. He didn't know
life
with
a
surplus.
It
has
peace
sheep. They heaad and recognized
it was his baby, his old friend!'
hts voice and approached him arid joy and power. And it is Recently Lana made her TV
1951 NASH
When he had put them out, he -wahno the reach of ever:' child of debut as a sexy dancer ors CBS'
4 door 2-tone green
went before them arid they fol- God_ He wants us to enjoy that "Toast of the Town" to emebra,e
loaded with extras
lowed him, kle _led them Suf in the rich anal aliundant life daily.
MGM's 30th anniversary. The netone owner_local car
pasture for their morning meal.
work sent a limousine to pick her
Before the sun had become too
up.
hot the sheep had enjoyed a
"My secretary and I got in the
bountifut -- -repast - -The - shepherd
car and the man said. 'Pardon,
then led them to the water in
CHICAGO, (1P—Parents can help
DeSoto-Plymouth
but aren't we supposed to wait
order that their thirst might be thefr youngsters learn an imporPHONE 485
for Miss Turner" I said. 'Look
quenched. After that, he sought tant lesson in giving old toys to
1413 West Main
look, its me.' He Was so HUSL'ied
a good place for them to rest un- welfare agencies.
he lost his way getting to the
til the tierce noon-tide heat had
This is the suggestion of child studio."
passed. Following an extended psychologists working with Kay
period of rest, the sheep arose Stanley, president of ono of the
and enjoyed another good feeding country's largest
manufacturing
before the shepherd led them back fir ma.
to the fold again, just prior to the
Many community' groups now
sinking of the sun.
are taking in gamqs and toys to
The Interpretation. John III:7-11. be distributed to needy children,
• IN LUSTY,
Accustomed to using familiar ob- arid many parents are aosposmg
LAWLESS
•
jects and situations in teaching of items their children have outWYOMING!
great spiritual truths. Christ took grown.
But parents should qat "clean
some commonplace things. ouch as
the shepherd, the sheep and the house* arbitrarily without consheepfold. and made them' the sulting their children, voidance
• *
Vehicle of certain gracious and counselors said. Instead, children
HATLESS, Anthony (Tough
re
glorious truths. Here we discover. should he told that they are sharTony) Anastasia, New York
ing
their
other
playthings with
one of those grand and widewaterfront chieftain who had
sweeping statements - which our boys arid girls who otherwise
been sought since Feb. 18 when
OOP
Lord frequently made of Himself. would not receive such gifts.
Thomas Rubino, International
P
:
"Children learn to choose by
•
'1 am the door.- Thus Fla taught
Longshoremen's association ofMMUS ogis
how essential He is to life wheth- having .the right to choose, Miss
ficer, received a near-fatal beatStanley said. -It is of great value
er it be an entrance 'or an exit.
ing, ts shown between two detectives as he appeared at a
1. Christ is tb• door to salvation. to a child to know personally that
Brooklyn police station and
Christ is the !beans of entrance he is sharing with someone else
said. "I Understand you're lookInto the family of God. He is the through his own choice."
• • • •
ing for me.'' He sported • deep
exclusive entrance or door into
suntan, and said, "I went to
To keep lee from .forming on
the fold of God. There Or a vast
Florida two days before Rubino
difference between a door and the window panes, rub them wala a
leas beaten." (Internattonal)
door. He said, "No man cometh sponge dipped in alcohel.

SUNDAY SCHOOL;
LESSON

PERSONALS

Book & Thimble Club
Meets With Mrs. Jones

."And Jesus increk'ased in wisdom and stAire...
`Luke 2:52
411
Roman'by name, "Lentulus" . . . A fine description
gives to us ... Of Jesus in report he made ...—To Caesar
and high tribute paid . .. AA
he describes the face and looks
. . . Of Christ that we find
now in books. Aid St.- Anselm this letter found
Wherein such gentle -words abound . . . "A man
Of beauty and perfection" . . .It _should to , in
Your book collection.
Ji."1,IEN C. HYER

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Ronald W. Chuechill, Owner
"The House of Service Since 1886"
3rd and Maple Sts.

Phone 7

Murray, Ky.

aiomena Club held its February
limier Meeting at the Woman's
alub House with the t resident
Mrs. Mason -Ross, presiding.
Miss Rachel Rowland was the
speaker for the evening.
She
,howed slides she mad' while
raring Europe. Her pictures and
',rms.:lents weir very interesting
aria impressive. 'Mrs R. H. Thurman introduced the speaker.
The International Relatiorte-cOlamittee was In charge of the arrangements for the evening. The
committee is epmposed - of Mist
Rachel Rowland. chair-m.1a Mrs.
Fulton. Mrs. Clifford
Melugin.
Chealey Butterworth. Mr; Maavin
Mrs Ethel Key. Mrs Grady 'Miller. Mnsa Ivan Rudolph, Miss
Luta, Thornton- and Mrs. R. H.
Thurman.
The tables were decora:eJ in the
international theme with rags of
different countries. being placed at
vantage points. Sixty members and
three guests—Mrs Gene Allbraten,
Mrs Charles Oakley. and Mrs.
Bobby McDowe I - were present
for the evening

L&R Motors

Let Children Help
-Give Away Old Toys

Twoom000mocoomig
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Miss Rachel Rowland
Shows European Slides
At The B&PW Meeting
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SPANISH RICE VARIABLE

Lana Tuner
Will Stay
A Brunette

be. IL C. Chia

Mrs. Hodges Is Guest
Speaker For Banquet
Held By Hazel FHA

A

ClubaNews Activitiesj
Weddings Locals
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MOR°N
s (from left)
THIS GROUP at presentation of Freedoms Foundation awards, Valley Forge, Pa., at
Kenne.th D. Wells, foundation president; Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, president of Penney/veal&
State college, presenting awards; Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, president U. of Notre Dame, committee,
chairman: and recipients, Senator EarIA'Marldt qtr. OMAR 1711120111,'HOPISHIHIMIPPOPHISIMINIRIPmae,
article; James A. Farley, top award tor A- Oubilc address: Army Secretary Robert T. Stevens,
fler/rwa.ttotvil Eraisdarsoto)
special (-Jottings me eamataties awards for she 1 11--1a. Arms',
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SPANISH RICE VARIABLE
NEW YORtC• I}' -Spanish lice,
ne of America's favorite foods.
!so jes one of its most versatile.
n the South: it takes on Creole
haracteristics, while Texas shows
he Mexican influence in the seaoning. On the West Coast, where
ish is plentiful, fish is added to
he rice for a main course dish.
n the Midwest, Spanish rice often
i served as a vegetable with
teak, beef patties or fried fish.
or economy's sake, combine It
vith leftover diced chicken, turmy or other poultry, with cheese,
c with browned frankfulters.
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

azusaimaeintams.....!

f

r- FOR SALE

I

9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 208 Irvin St. Also tion. Reasonable price, See at 306
have upright piano for sale. (IA:0 North 7th or phone 674-N. (mlp)

ONE 7 H.P. McCULLOCH CHAIN
LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! BRAND saw. Good condition, original cost
new 3 bedroom home. Hardwood $488. will take $250. Call 1078-W
Boors,
cabihet and closets. after 5 p.m.
(m4p)
Insulated through-out. Fuel oil
floor furnace. Will be open for ZENITH RADIO - PHONOGRAPH
inspection Saturday 27th from combinolion in very good condi-

Pa" - PJP* - PJP•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
.1
--(•oeC 74
tellIONALLY AlliltP1ND
2t.2
.

Artcarved

--It- Diamond Rings
Guaranteed and Req.feted
Famous to. Over 100 tents

PARKER'S JEWELRY
Marrero Oldest •
Sines 11911

32-Anglo-Razon
money
33-Rice dishes
4
35
1-D
Meucsica.ure
lar
twitch
41-111umin•ted
42-Call together
46-SpanIshAmerican
plains
43-City of
NW. Italy
30-Note of
Indebted ri eas
62-Cod'. In oven
63-Eagerness
64-Embryo flower
65-Itallan coin
(131.1
66-Girl's nam•
67-Before
6$-Dash

1-Sman children
6-Pronoun
3-Mexican colo
12-Disorder
12-Antlered
e,nimal
14-Precipitation
16-Toward th•
sheltered side
16-President'•
nickname
17-City In Norway
13-1444)
20-Lascivious
22-River in Wales
23-Superiativ•
ending
24-Adverse critic)
17-Former
British
colonial leader
11-Mohammedan
name

Reason Albert Parker. Mgr.
•Parker's Jewelry Plesees!

IS

to

By
Lawrence & Rickman
HAVING TROUBLE MAKIN(' pros
MEET -STRETCHING
DOLLARS MUCH 100 CAR ?
HIRE'S A 11P- IT'S A PIP!
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14.4 Ihr lffifted 4.4.• 114•4••••• 14.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
STEP Tre 77TW
POLE ERR.....4ARI A
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rA
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I
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/12
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AT T I RE
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L A IN
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Streetcar
2-Unctuous
3-Pedal digits
4-Spirited horses
6- oung cow
6-Kind
7-Wooden pin
1-Right now
(Wang
1-Direct ion
IP-Storage pit
11-River In
Siberia
IS-Sign of zodiac
21-Reeidu•
24-Cover
25-Man's nam•
26-Nothing
28-Feniale deer
29-Be mistaken
30-Posed for
portrait
34-The Hun king
35-For shame!
36-Penman
37-Refer
38-Yellow ochr•
39-Balanced
42-1,,,abyrinth
43-Emi•loved
44-Music',.
nickname
46-Metal fastener
47-Pods used in
soup
43-Observed
61 P .
pronoun
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L&R Motors
DeSoto-Plymouth
PHONE 485
1413 West Main

E•coocometwocaocsa
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MT! TRIGGER MILLS!
IN LUSTY,

LAWLESS
WYOMING!

?PIUS COMES

y

LAST TIMES
TONIGHT

n M-G-M's

.
)nd Robberv
ONLY

_ago,
• • 11111Pr
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el'A''OE
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And
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-- PLUS Cartoon and
he Latest News
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1953 FORD CLUB COUPE, CUStom 8. Radio and heater, with over
drive and very low mileoge. See
it today at Wilson and Son Used
Cars. Located 700 West Main St.,
phone 314.
(f26c)

no

Orion

1

Gem/47e

RORY
'QUEEN

ONE NICE THREE ROOM UNfyrnished apartment, private entrances, first floor, hot and cold
water. 605 W. Poplar, phone 618.
11280

NOTICE

INCOME TAX RETURNS PRE
1952 OLDSMOBILE 88, 4-DOOR,
pared. Reasonable
rate. Phone
Radio _cid heater, hydra-mate.
547-J.
(LW
White wall tires, also plastic seat
covers, two-tone green, with Ken- THERE Is NOW
A SINGER
tucky license. Several other ex- Sewing Machine representiLve for
tras. Nice. Wilson & Son Used new and used machines and reCars, 700 West Main Si.. phone pair service. See Leon riall, 1411
314.
tf26c) Poplar, phone 1074-R.

t.
W ITH

rarindetkii3

OPENING
SATURDAY
February 27
For The Season

e.:

Free cones to kids
from 1:00 p. m. to
3:00 P. m.

WHAT Are you going to do about a

DAIRY QUEEN is a delicious, fresh, whole-milk 'n

POWER MOWER

sweet-cream food. Frozen
mi

Wanted

WANTED: WAITRESS IN LOCAL
Itfcl
restaurant. Call 91*

Fir and Pine Framing and
Finish
!
Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
Roofing, Asphalt Roofing
Doors and Windows, Sheet!
Rock and Hardware, Screen
Wire.
SYKES BROS. LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 388 New Cc,ncord Rd.

up?

Tetanal;

`,3,30cou"
sum"'
„
•s%°"
teats

this xear? Wait until grass And prices are
Iwo,
*

or will you shop Larry Kerley's now

:ond, ie‘ero you

-y LoAIRY QUEEN t?dey!

ousels •

and enjoy pre-season prices?

LARRY 1MRLEY CO.
E. Si:Court Square

C

DID YC.)• GO TO
A PHA'.MACY
SCH.'0L 2

YEP---JUST
OPENED
TODAY

DID YOU
GRADUATE

HAVE YOU
GOT A
DIPLOMA?

4.4 o.-.'c'
104•441
Sy44444,

LAL' ABNER
PLEASE,
DO IT
AS
c3-GENTLE
AS

posseLor

LOOK HERE.'?'- I GOT 5
KIDS 0'MY OWN, AN'
SOMETIMES 1 FEELS
LIKE GOIN'TO A
EXTREME TO
GET RID OF'EM-

DAM Otani MAIL 11/94$
AWL MI
6

y Ernie Bnahnofflar
OKAY--THEN
I'LL HAVE A
TUBE OP
TOOTH PASTE

SURE

GO AHEAD AN'HANG OUR
BABY, SERGEANT!?- BUTYO'DON'T MIND, W-WE
WON'T WATCH. SOMEHOW,
WE STILL LOVES TH'LI'L
MURDERER-

050

DAIRY QUEEN
Main at 13th St.

Phone 135

4•4 I/
(e, I5S4

Ii

eat al.

o

NANCY

THIS IS
ANEW
DRUGSTORE,
ISN'T
IT?

THE cUitt•

Ricardo Montalban, an impetuous young Latin in love,
serenades his sweetheart, Pier Angeli, in "Sombrero,"
M-G-M Technicolor romance filmed in Mexico with an
all-star cast, including Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Charisse
and Yvonne de Carlo. The new offering opens Saturday at the Varsity Theatre.

LOTS OF CARS TO CHOOSE
NICE CLEAN ELECTRIC RANGE. from, ranging from 1943 to 1953
Like new. See at 1206 W Main St models. Some extra nice. If you
(f26nci don't know your car, know your
dealer. Come in today to Wilson &
Son Used Cars, 700 West Main St,
phone 314:
(f26e)

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
set/ Into a mess, too. But there him. What do you suggest I do,
IN THE big living room, Everett are plenty of other doctors-you'li Shelly?"
Carr took the hand Shelly extend- see. When you close the office,
"I'd suggest," said Shelly crisply,
ed, and patted it in a fatherly way. the patients wIll go elsewhere. "that after this, when you are sick
Then he led her to a Clair, and They'll have to."
all day, you call a doctor then, or
seated her, taking his own seat on
Spoken like a healthy man! said go to see him. Not wait until the
the couch, clone by. "You don't Shelly's seething Drain.
middle of the night If you have
come to see us as often as we'd
Everett Carr stayed for another the slightest idea of the sort of life
like, Shelly," he said warmly.
a
doctor leads . .
fifteen minutes. Shelly smiled
"My goodness," said Mrs. JarShe looked up, smiling faintly. woodenly, hearing nothing that he
vis, "I never got this kind of lec"Oh, Father Carr . . ."
said.
ture from Stevie. He'd sometimes
"I thought surely you'd come to
At last he roee. "Well-must get say he wouldn't come, but he alsee me today, or call me."
home, Shelly. Now you go to bed ways did it in a nice way."
Now the violet eyes darkened and get your sleep My little sugShelly was close to tears when
with a question.
gestion will care for any worry she replaced the receiver. People
"About Talboy," he said quickly. you've had. I think."
expected so much from doctors,
"Oh," she said. "Oh, yea. They
He departed, and Shelly went up- and treated them with so little condon't seem to know how badly he's stairs. Oh, yes, his little suggessideration. In the darkness of the
hurt. There's some concussion- tion. . . .
night's last hours, her heart ached
he's unconscious."
She was to close the office. She tor Stephen, alone out there in
"Yes, yes, I know all that' He's was to write that to Stephen. She
Korea, and for Crai g, fighting
not on the critical list, however." was to tell Miss Broome, and Dr. for his principles, and now the vic"Oh, no!" said Shelly quickly. Talboy, and the patients . . . And tim of malicious
gossip. She could
"But it must be bad enough, If she was to live the rest of the year not fail either
man. She must not!
he's unconscious."
with her hands empty, and her
The next morning, at ten, Ever°Bad part is the way it hap- thoughts free to go over and over
ett Carr's secretary said that Mrs.
pened. That it happened at all," what she had dorle, and what she
Stephen Carr would like to see
said Everett heavily.
might have done Instead.
him-on business.
"I know what is being said, but
Today she had considered a posMidstream, Everett stopped his
gossip-sometemes-"
sible need to close the office, and expansive, "Yes, yes, yes. A n y
"One of the doctors at the hos- had discarded it quickly for a half- Rime-On business?" he asked in
pital told me about it," said Ever- dozen other plans,
astonishment.
ett crisply, and she knew that she
The Cerra- Everett--had only
-That's what rile said, Mr.
had affronted him.
one plan. It was as if they had Carr."
"You mean, they made tests found her sunk in quicksand, and
"All right. Send her in, We'll
that showed he had been drink- had put one thin stick within her see what she considers business."
ing?"
reach-and then had walked away. The beaming smile was reinstated.
"I don't know what they did,
The family wanted the office
Probably merle y, he thought
Shelly. I just-"
closed, wanted the practice dissi• Now, with the closing of Stevie's
"I wouldn't have said, he was a patect They had never want•d office, there'd naturally be Money
drinking man. Father Carr."
Stephen to be a doe,or in the first worries-he leaned back in his
"Woman's no judge of such place and now they might have chair, smiling.
things. Man was as queer as Aunt found a way toShelly certainly knew how to
Hester, _hat. Would get up an
She sat down before the mirror, dress, thought Everett, watching
argument on any subject. Always sick with the realization of human the girl come through the door and
took the wrong side, too."
selfishness, of I 0 v e's possessive across the carpet -slim black suit,
Wrong, or unpopular? thought power and. cruelty. Everett had with a yellow hanky, or something,
Shelly. She had nelnie enough not not come to help her; he'd thought perking out from a pocket below
• to say it.
she would blindly obey him, and the belt, a little hat tilted fierward
i "I rather like him," she mur- thus he would gain what he had on her head, spotless gloves.
mured,
always been determined to gain"Shelly, my dear. he said ex.
"A lot of the ladies do!" Shelly's Stephen, the'son he loved, the son pensively as he rose. "What can,1
head lifted. "Even heard Eleanor of whom he was proud, would do for you 7 And may I say in addeclare he was exciting Bee.' Of come back trom Korea, go Into the vance that the Sky's the limit?"
course, I know you don't mean it business and carry on the dynasty.
She smiled. warmly at him. "You
But Stephen had planned against don't need to say it. I ciame bethat way-you're Stevie's w I I e.
And Eleanor-oh, I don't kncw just that event. He had Rut Talboy cause I knew how big-hearted you
why a silk and velvet girl will so into his ()Mee, selecting hint as a are."
often take a yen toward a tough man who would fight, and he exButtering me up, he thought, as
pected to come home a doctor, to he gallantly seated her, then reman!"
Eleanor! Shelly's hes rt was remain a doctor.
sumed his chair. "How big a bite?"
Perhaps Shelly would have said he asked, beaming.
beating taster than she would care
to admit as she put some concen- she did not sleep that night, but
Shelly a blue ryes regarded him.
trated thought to that suggestion. there was Mrs Jarvis to prove "Oh," she breathed, "I don't want
money,"
So concentrated that it required otherwise.
The phone wakened her. Mts.
effort to bring her attention.
"That's what most of the Carr
&II
back to Everett's talk. He had evi- 'Jarvis had been trying to get the women want," he assured her.
dently said again that ne had ex- doctor, she said. No one answered,
"I've a lot to learn!" she said
pected. her to call him --he was go- so flirtatiously. This morning she was
"I'm
afraid Dr. Talboy can't determined not to offend Everett.
ing on to tenure her that he stood
ready to do anything -anything! come, Mrs. Jarvis," said Shelly He. was the one member of Stephwearily. "You see, he--"
en's tamily who might be occa-for her in Stevie's absence.
"But he must come!" cried Mrs. sionally on her side.
"I think," said Everett Carr im•
preesively, "that now the only Jarvis. "And don't pass oft the exShe'd done a lot of thinking durthing for you to do, Shelly, will be cuse that nes tired. I know cloc• ing the night; she'd planned her
to close Stevie's office unti, he gets tore get tired, but I'm sick, I often campaign. Now she leaned tor'
have to call • doctor at night I ward, one gloved hand on the desk
back."
take turns; I call one doctor till top.
"But, leather Carr . . ."
"Father 'Carr," she said earnest"We can get a doctor for the I've worn him out, then I turn to
plant. There are men who do in- another one. Dr. Tafboy will Come, ly, "I came to you with just one
dustrial doctoring on a fixed sal- I think, if you'll just get in touch request, and I hope you'll find
yourself able n grant
ary; we get Inquiries all the time. with him "
"Mrs. Jarvis! Dr. Talboy is in
Now Everett Carr too was sitAnd the other doctors here in town
Can take care of his other pa- the hospital with his own 1101'd- ting in this office "on a matter of
:whs. He was In a ear Wreck last business." "What request Is t'hat,
tients."
Suddenly, Shelly was angry. "I night, and has a concussion as well Shelly ?"
-That yam do not discharge Dr.
suppose Dr. Lewis would be one as some cracked ribs."
"Oh, well, that's too bail," mourn- Talboy as plant doctor."
of them!" she said coldly.
'( To He Continued
"Not necessarily. He's got him - ed Mrs. Jarvis, "because 1 du need
r11•41.1141,444

FOR RENT

A FOUR ROOM APARTMENT,
nicely decorated. Both hot and
cold water, gas heat, wired for an
1e51 CHEVROLET V? TC-N PICK electric range. A quiet and pleasup tuck. Heater extra clean and ant location. 609 Olive St
if26p)
good. Kentucky License, Wilson
& Son Used Cars, '700 West Main
St., Rhone 314.
1f26c)

cseeneit ass, se
taorreoiee Sr King Israors

541.444,
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ham and Commissioner of Revenue
Robert H. Allphin have both recommended passage of a bill now
before the General Assembly that
would transfer administrotion of
Kentucky's Safety Responsibility
Law to State Police from the Department of Revenue.

circuit and county court cler
The Department of Revenue wou
still retain the revenue functio,
of the motor vehicle and drive.
licensing laws, and would continue
to deal with clerks on these matters. Revenue also would continue
to provide clerks the rccessary
wiene
In a stateni'cnt Issued here they license forms and other material;
If the salt shaker delivers salt
said the change had also been re- necessary for issuance of motor
vehicle and operators' license.
too fast, plug up a few of the
FRANKFORT. Ky.-Commission- commended by the Traffic Instiholes with fingernail polish.
At tile present time Revenue
er of State Police Charles C. Old- tute of Northwestern Linivereity,
the American Association of Motoi and State Police jointly administer
Vehicle Administrators and tile the provisions of law relative to
International Association of Chiefs the denial, revocation and suspenof Police. The organizations have sion of motor vehicle licenses and
all conducted extensive studies of operators' licenses. Under the prothe law as well as Kentucky's posed plan, State Police would bedriver licensing and motor vehicle come the administrative and enregistration laws.
forcement authority to deny, susThe proposed change would not pend or cancel motor vehicle licaffect the duties or the fees of enses and operators' licenses.

Change In
Automobile
d Law Planned

7 PIECE MAHOGANY DINING
toum suite. Will sell buffet separ- NICE TWO BEDROOM HOUSE.
ate. Call 551-J.
(m1c) Well located, electric heat, private
mbar-tee. Call W. C. Hays Real
TWO COCKER PUPPIES, ONE Estate. Office 1062, home 547-J.
black and one particolor. Either
(midi
would make your family a tine
pet. AK C. $15.00 each. Call 303,
MODERN THREE ROOM FURsee St 704 Olive.
(f26p)
fished apartment, ground floor,
private front and back entrances,
• AUCTION •
AT DEXTER, 2 p.m. SAT.. FEB. private bath, hot water. 501 Beale
11'260
27. Home of Forest Hayneo House- Street, phone 898-R.
hold goods and car. All to go.
(f27p) FURNISHED APARTMENT, FURnace heat, private bath, at 304
REFRIGERATOR, 11 FT., 2-DR.,
S. 4th St., one block south of Post
deluxe Kelvinator. Also girls biOffice. See Mrs. B. F. Berry, 300
cycle, standard size. Phone 1210.
S. 4th St., phone 103.
(127e)
(f27c)

rr

4 door 2-tone green
loaded with extras
one owner_local car

?NIB IFIv!

etwommenemanwsweemai

BUT,YOU'RE
GOING TOO
FAR!!!TAKE
THIS KID

HOME!!

fl
By Al Capp
tiarr-T'WOULDN'T BE
LEGAL TO SET A MURDERR
FREE!?- IT'S OUR DOOTY
T'LEAVE HIM IN TH'ARMS
0'TI-4' LAWff..)
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ABBIE an' SLATS

By Raeburn Van Buren
111141111 -
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Farm Review and: F recast
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_Xorecast Good for Future Farmers Of America
When the future of farming lies in the hands
of the Future Farmers of America, then the
FORECAST can be nothing but "fair and
warmer.
There are ups and downs in any business,
including farming, but there is one statement
that can be made that no one will disagree
with. The better prepared a person is in his

chosen field, the less danger there will be of
this being unsuccessful.
Young Farmers of Calloway County, the
Future Farmer experience you are having today, will be of the greatest value to you when
you embark on your own farming career.
We know of po other profession or vocation
that a young man can know and have exper-

11

ience with on the day he leaves high school,
gmbh
with the exception of farming.
Your Future Farmer training is preparing
you to be GOOD farmers, GOOD citizens,
GOOD cooperators, and GOOD Christians.
Let us be the first to congratulate you on
being members of the Future Farmers of America in this your National Week.
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WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF BEING
IN THE FFA

WHAT DO FUTURE FARMERS DO

&Item ire
1Fairinmars

You can learn how to farm better while you are
going to high school
You can make money from your projects to start you
off when you graduate from high school.
You can use this money to pay your way through
college.
You have the opportunity of advancing from Green.
handto Master Farmer.
You have a vocation already learned, the day you
leave high school.

o‘aineie&a.

Every member has a farm project.
Every club has a club project.
Boys compete in cattle, tobacco, corn, hogs and
other projects.
Boys learn the vocation of farming
Boys learn to work together.
"NM
Boys learn citizenship.
Boys recognize the existance of God
Boys learn to be well rounded men and good farmers
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- CongratulationsCalloway County Future
Parker Pop Corn Company
• Ellis Pump & Pipe4Company
Shoemaker Popcorn Company
Downs Tractor Company
The Murray Loose Leaf Floors

Warren Seed Company
Stokes Tractor & implement Co.
McKeel Equipment Company
Calloway County Soil Imp. Assn.
lurray Hatchery

.1

armgrs
Kelley Produce
Calloway County Farm Bureau
Planters Tractor & Equipment Co.
Conner Implement Company
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